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EDITOR’S  workbench 
“I confess that in 1901, I said to my
brother Orville that man would not
fly for fifty years . . . Ever since, I have
distrusted myself and avoided all
predictions.”
—Wilbur Wright, 1908

predictions
As early as the 1950s as radio control
and control line began to usurp
Free Flight in the pecking order of
model aviation, Free Flight has been,
according to the experts, “dying.” Who
in the 1950s would’ve predicted that in
1967 the National Free Flight Society
would be founded, and that within its
first decade it would have around a
thousand members worldwide? At that
point, in 1977, who would’ve predicted
that seventeen years later in 1992 the
AMA would purchase a 1000+ acre
permanent site for Free Flight? Now
its 2012, NFFS has more than 1500
members and beginning with this
issue we’re publishing a full-color 40page magazine.
I think the point is clear: Prediction
can be an embrassing endeavour.
Contest Directors don’t have time
to predict; they’re too busy securing
flying sites and scheduling and
running meets for all to enjoy.
Nor do newsletter editors have the
time. They are far too busy keeping
us informed of what’s going on in the
hobby on the local level.
Cottage suppliers don’t have time
either. They’re too busy keeping us all
outfitted with the hundreds of obscure
products required to build and fly Free
Flight.
Here’s another twist on the folly of
predictions. My club (MMM) recently

signed a ten-year lease extension with
the State of Colorado for our 27,000acre flying field. None of us in MMM
would ever have predicted that, even
the night before the lease renewal
hearing!
And about these modern LiPo
power systems. Around a decade ago
nobody would have predicted we
would be flying E-36s in near-vertical
climbs to 400 feet on 15-second motor
runs, using eight-dollar batteries and
seven-dollar motors.
I don’t want to sound like a nag,
but virtually every cynical prediction
about Free Flight from previous
generations has not come to pass,
thankfully. We’ve got wonderful,

permanent flying sites in Lost Hills
and Muncie. Our Nats are still
financially viable and amply popular.
Our cottage suppliers are giving us
better kits and supplies than at any
time in our history. And did I mention
we now have a full-color magazine
devoted exclusively to Free Flight?
The only thing I know for sure
about Free Flight is that it will
continue to evolve, as will the world
around it.
Right now, today, is the best time
ever to be a Free Flighter. That’s no
prediction; it’s simply a fact.
Don DeLoach, Colorado Springs, Colo.
ddeloach@comcast.net
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NFFS MAILBOX
T H A NKS
Just a short note to express my compliments regarding the
March-April issue.
Another great issue—something for just about anyone at
all interested in Free Flight. I enjoy the “How-to” articles—I
always learn something.
And what a variety of plans. From indoor catapult
through Pres’s scale Zero to the F1C.
Keep up the excellent work!
Dudley Prisel, Point Frederick, Md.
euclid66@comcast.net

U S A S C I E N C E A ND ENGINEERING FESTIVAL
Dear Don,
Thanks for all your help with the USA Science and
Engineering Festival. The DC Maxecuters talked to about
5,000 to 10,000 people about Free Flight. The public was
excited, asked lots of questions, and grabbed up all the
literature which we had in hand. It was great that NFFS was
so supportive.
As our club
considers the
success of this
project we are
interested in
anything that NFFS
learns (any increase
in memberships,

Glen Simpers (top) and DC Maxecuters sell Free Flight to attendees of the
2012 USA Science and Engineering Festival, Washington, DC.

contacts from people who mention they learned of NFFS
from the Festival, etc.).
Participation in the Festival resulted in a number of new
connections, flying opportunities, and five pages of new
contacts. AMA created a nice brochure that featured the
Maxecuters information and we gave away boxes of NFFS
Free Flight magazines, old Flying Aces Newsletters, old Max
Fax newsletters, and a thousand NFFS brochures.
The leader of the Enginnering Week (Planned for
Feburary 2013) asked us to come fly. We were asked
to apply as an exhibitor at the event and will work with
   Free Flight  www.freeflight.org

them to organize space and time. This will be a flying
demonstration and not a contest. They expect thousands of
families with kids to attend.
The YMCA has a “The Sky’s the Limit” Convention
planned for this July and they would like us to demonstrate
flying models for the expected 14,000 kids. It is in the Show
Place Arena, a large indoor space that is used for indoor
horse shows and high school graduations.
We talked to the Manager of the “How Things Fly”
Gallery in the National Air and Space Museum about ways
to show people actual flying. Some challenges but it is a
project in progress.
The RC flyer who flew models during the Festival for
the AMA works at Pax River NAS. on UAVs. Two times a
year he organizes for the hanger to be cleared out for indoor
flying. The local RC people have been doing this for a while
so we talked about inviting the Free Flight crowd to join
them. The Great Mills High School that is near Pax. River
has an Engineering Club and some flying goes on there.
They also seem to fly at times at Weber (Webster) Field, the
Navy’s UAV flying site in southern MD.
A Professor at Morgan State in Baltimore is trying to
organize an outreach program to area youth using flying
activities. He has already touched base with AMA and looks
forward to a partnership.
A Professor at Delaware State University hopes to use
model aircraft to teach engineering students about flight. I
told her about Bud Carson’s success at the Naval Academy
and said that we can help her set something up.
A professor at University of Maryland Eastern Shore is
looking for help in flying UAV for experiments. I indicated
that we might be able to help him link up with Navy UAV
folks. Maybe they can work something out and who knows
how this might help modelers.
Meanwhile, Pat Daily has identified an opportunity to
fly at the Rassawek Spring Jubilee in Columbia, VA on May
19-20. Maybe a demonstration there will open the door for
more flying on the southern tier of the Maxecuters.
The Festival drew people from all over the United States.
Some were exhibitors and some visitors to Washington, DC.
I promised them that I would try to link them up with fliers
near their home. I know some people (particularly in North
Carolina and West Virginia) but it would be great if you
can also give me names and emails of fliers in the following
areas. Some of these are educators who are trying to set up
an activity for kids using airplanes and some are people who
want to fly:
• Delaware
• Dayton, Ohio
• New York City area
• Central Pennsylvania (I lost where exactly)
• South Carolina
• Near Cornell in New York
Glen Simpers, Bethesda, Md.
grfreeflight@hotmail.com

the leading edge 
from the N F F S president
As you look at this issue you will see quite a change in the
look and feel of the Digest. Plus, you have (at the click of
a mouse) a method to
look at the new eDigest.
I ask you to visit the site
of the eDigest, send it to
all your friends, and, if
it appeals to you, sign
up for the eDigest-only
option. As a group,
we have had a bit of
a financial pinch and
going to the eDigest will
help NFFS save money
and still be able to
provide an excellent magazine for our membership. I want
to thank the board as well as Don DeLoach, Alan Petersen,
Carl Bakay, and others that have made this change.
We will be doing a mass email to all AMA members
to show them what NFFS is and hopefully gain more
membership. This is one of the great things about the
eDigest. It is simple to get our message out and show off
our new and improved product. We also will be using Free
Flight Quarterly (Sergio Montes-editor) as a means to get
the word out. Again, this one issue will be available to all
free of charge so pass the word.
From a financial stand point, we are spending $1.92 for
printing, $.09 for addressing, and $.38 for postage. So, for
a two-year subscription (12 issues) it costs $28.68 for the
paper Digest. If we have 10% of our members subscribe
to the eDigest we will have $4,015.20 of additional funds
to add to our budget. We could then use this additional

Lorbiecki’s Tip of the Month
Are you using a round tail boom on your models and
don’t know how to get everything aligned? It is easy to
do using a piece of 1” x 1” x 1/16” thick aluminum angle.
Make up a simple 1” square block and place a hole in the
center of it. Slide the tube in the block and drop it into the
crotch of the angle. The tail boom is now centered in the
middle of the angle! Make as many blocks as you need to
support the rest of the fuselage components.
money for team funds (FAI guys note!), scholarships, and
other programs. I would like to achieve more than the
10% change over as this would make a big addition to our
bottom line.
I also have to tell you that we have changed printers.
We felt that it was in our best interest to go full color and
because of the equipment requirements The Printer was no
longer able to meet our needs. This was one of those calls
that I hated to make. Doug and Steve Galbreath have been

instrumental in making NFFS and it was with a heavy heart
I had to pass the word. Steve understood the situation and
we will keep in touch. However, the door is wide open if
they gain the ability to print our relatively small quantities
cost effectively. Steve will continue working with us on the
Symposium books.
The Indoor committee has begun their work and I
expect to see great things from them in the next six months.
It is a complicated task but we have good people on the
committee.
I still need three contest directors for the upcoming
outdoor Nats (2013-2015). Why not make it a club effort
and help make the upcoming Nats something special. Bill
Shailor can use more volunteers for the 2012 Nats. If you
can help, contact him and make him happy! I am also
looking for volunteers to man the NFFS table. If you (or
maybe a loved one that is bored) has some time to help out,
please contact me.
We want to know what you think of the new look and
feel of our Digest. There has been much work put into
this effort and it is all for you, the member. So, enjoy the
magazine (and I think we can now say, magazine!), build
something, fly it, and enjoy the sport of Free Flight. See ya
downwind!
John Lorbiecki, Hubertus, Wisc.
lorbieckie@sbcglobal.net

42nd U.S. FREE FLIGHT CHAMPIONSHIPS
LOST HILLS, CA
September 21 - 23, 2012
American and National Cup
7 FAI Events
16 Old Time Events
10 Nostalgia & Classic Events
15 Modern AMA Events
ALL CASH AWARDS over $4500 purse
1st $50, 2nd $25, 3rd $15
Sweepstakes $300
3 Division Championships $150 each:
(Modern, Nostalgia/Classic, Old Timer)
Cash award reduced if less than 5 entrants

Plus perpetual trophy events
and 4 Junior/Senior Events

Information contact: Ted Firster
Civyboy31@aol.com
951-776-4971 or cell 951-830-0414
See website for information
LHFFMAA.COM
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F R E E F LIGHT NE wS AND NOTES   
B O B WHITE MODELS R AFFLE
Buy a raffle ticket for a chance to win
one of these Bob White Models. Proceeds help fund the Junior FAI TeamProgram.
Due to another generous donation
we are now offering the chance to win

one of two models Bob flew in his later
years. The first model is the Gollowock
he flew in many contests and the second model is a ½A Texaco. Both Models are in beautiful condition.
Tickets are $5 a piece or 5 for $20.
There will be two separate raffles. If
you would like to purchase a ticket
you may send a check, cash or money
order to: Charlie Jones 32130 Cambridge Circle Avon Lake, Ohio 44012.
Or you may purchase tickets from
Charlie in person at this year Nationals in Muncie during the week of August 6–9, 2012. The models will be on
display at the Nats. You do not need to
be present to win. We will work with
you to ship the models to you should
you win.
The winning tickets will be drawn
on Thursday night, August 9 at the
NFFS cookout.
The proceeds of this raffle will go
   Free Flight  www.freeflight.org

to benefit the Junior FAI Free Flight
Team and Program. Please support
these young competitors chase their
dreams.
Charlie Jones, Avon Lake, Oh.
f1bwakefield@yahoo.com
COMPE T I T I O N MAT T E R S
NFFS RULE CHANGES
NFFS is now operating on a two-year
rules cycle in parallel with the AMA
cycle.
1. Rule proposals are accepted until the
end of February of an even numbered
year. The proposals are refined into
a draft rules change proposal by
the appropriate NFFS Competition
Subcommittee and presented ASAP
to the membership for review in the
Digest.
2. Comments from the membership
are taken for a period not to exceed
two months from the published date.
All comments shall be sent via email to
the presiding Competition Chairman
(currently Bob Mattes at <bobmattes@
charter.net>).
3. The Subcommittee then reviews
and incorporates any changes deemed
beneficial and the final rule change
is posted on the NFFS web site and
incorporated in the new rule book
published at the start of each odd
numbered year.
For this rule change cycle the
only two proposed changes were for
Nostalgia Rubber. The first was from
Lee Campbell to add a small Nostalgia
Rubber event to the NFFS Nostalgia
Rubber rules while retaining both the
Nostalgia Rubber and Nostalgia Wake
as separate events. It was felt that the
small rubber event would generate
increased interest over the relatively
limited participation in both Nostalgia
Rubber and Nostalgia Wakefield in the
past few years. Keeping both rubber
and wake would also provide three
distinct events for the National Cup in
line with other cups.
The second proposal was from
Don DeLoach to eliminate any
ROG requirement and also combine

Nostalgia Wake and Rubber.
Dropping the ROG requirement
eliminates a major hazard to the
models and puts the Wake and
Nostalgia Rubber models on an even
footing when combined.
Recognizing the limited
participation in Nostalgia Wake, the
NFFS Nostalgia Rubber Competition
Subcommittee developed the following
set of draft rules which includes parts
of both proposals while combining the
two large events. The draft is presented
below for your comments preferably
by email to Bob Mattes at the address
at the end of this column. Comments
must be received within two months
of the Digest publish date in which
the draft appears or before 1 July 2012
whichever comes first. Any comments
will be forwarded to the Nostalgia
Rubber Subcommittee headed by Joe
Williams. The final version will replace
in entirety the current Nostalgia
Rubber rules in the 2011/2012 rule
book. Final rules will be posted on the
NFFS web site available for download
late in 2012. A new rule book will also
be published and available for purchase
through the NFFS.
NOSTALGIA RUBBER RULES DRAFT
Design - The period of eligibility for
Nostalgia Rubber Category designs
shall be from January 1, 1943 through
December 31, 1956. To be eligible to
compete in Nostalgia Rubber, a model
must have been designed and the
original plans published or otherwise
verified by the contestant to have been
drawn and used for construction and
flight during the Nostalgia period.
Multiple versions of a model design are
permitted, providing the above criteria
are met with each design modification.
Authentication of model designs as
eligible for Nostalgia Rubber category
competition shall be the responsibility
of the contestant. SAM legal rubber
designs are not eligible for Nostalgia
Rubber events.
EVENTS - There shall be two Nostalgia
Rubber Category events:
1. Small Nostalgia Rubber - Models
with projected wing areas of 150 square

inches or less.
2. Large Nostalgia Rubber - Models
with projected wing areas greater than
150 square inches (to include Nostalgia
Wakefield models).
There is no ROG requirement in
either category.
CONTEST PROCESSING - There shall
be no weight requirement for models
or restrictions on rubber weight. The
name of the model design(s), the
designer(s) name, and the vintage(s) of
at least one model shall be declared at
initial registration.
NUMBER OF MODELS - Contestant
shall be allowed two models in either
event. At least one of the two models
shall be declared before attempting an
Official flight. The second model may
be declared after initial registration but
must be declared before making any
flight attempt with that model.
SCALING - Scaling up or down of
model parameters or components shall
not be allowed.
CONSTRUCTION - The flying
surfaces, airfoils, and propeller shall
be the same as the original design.
Propeller(s) must be the same type as
on the original model (free wheeler,
single bladed folder, double bladed
folder). Maximum diameter shall be as
shown on the plan. A design may be
modified only sufficiently to allow for
a blast tube and a dethermalizer system.
LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS - All
models may be hand launched. There is
no ROG requirement.
OFFICIAL FLIGHTS/SCORING
- The NFFS Nostalgia General Rules
and AMA competition Regulations
apply to both Nostalgia Rubber events,
unless otherwise noted. Six attempts
are permitted to achieve three official
flights of 40 seconds or longer. Flights
of less than 40 seconds may be recorded
as official flights at the option of the
contestant if declared immediately
but the decision may not be reversed.
Maximum flight times for Categories I,
II, and III shall be: three official flights
in the order of 2, 3 and 4 minutes. The
final score is the total of the 3 official

flights plus the recorded time of any
flyoff flights for which the contestant
becomes eligible by achieving
maximum time in each of the initial 3
official flights.
FLYOFFS - Flyoff flights shall begin
with 4 minute maximums and continue
at 4 minutes until the contestant’s
model fails to achieve the duration
limit for that flight. Only one attempt
is permitted for each flyoff flight. All
official flyoff flights must be launched
prior to the end of the contest as
determined and signaled by the Contest
Director.
Note: Flight durations for the initial
3 flights and any flyoff flights may be
shortened by the Contest Director to
account for wind and field restrictions.
NATIONAL CUP WINNERS - 2011
The 2011 winners for the various
National Cups (NC) are:
Bob Hanford won all four of the
gas power cups which include Small
Nostalgia, Large Nostalgia, AMA, and
the Classic Power events. AMA Rubber
was won by Earl Griffith and Nostalgia
Rubber was won by Don DeLoach. Tim
Batiuk won the Glider Cup with Sevak
Malkhasyan winning the Junior Cup.
Certificates will be given to the top five
places in the eight National Cups at the
2012 Nats NFFS banquet.
NATIONAL CUP GRAND CHAMPION
Also to be given out at the NFFS
Banquet will be an overall National
Cup Grand Champion award which
recognizes both excellence and
diversity across the spectrum of free
flight outdoor events. A vary generous
supporter of Free Flight has stepped
forward to sponsor this annual take
home and keep award. It will be of a
quality that one’s spouse may allow to
be displayed in the living area of the
house. The winner is determined by
summing a flier’s four best overall NC
scores normalized to the score of the
winner of each cup with no more than
two scores are allowed in any single
category of events. The sum of these
normalized scores is then multiplied
by 100 to provide a reasonable looking

number. Note that in order to receive
points a flier must put in flights which
result in a NC score in at least two
different NC categories (Power, Rubber,
and Glider). The 2011 results have been
used to determine the first five Grand
Champ places.
Don DeLoach wins for 2011 with
224 points obtained in Gas, Rubber,
and Glider followed closely by Bob
Hanford with 215 points in Gas and
Rubber. The remaining places were
Gerald Brown (157), Al Volmer (132),
and Dan Berry (111 points).
ELECTRIC NATIONAL CUP
If you electric fliers want a NC award
please convince your local contest
to sponsor both E-36 and the AMA
electric events. Results should be
reported on the NC report form so we
can monitor interest. We will establish
a cup once participation warrants.
SMALL MULVIHILL
I guess that ther rubber guys all think
alike as a Small Mulvihill Rubber event
was proposed by Paul Andrade to the
AMA as an official event. The AMA
Free Flight Contest Board decided
that the event should be tried out for
a while before becoming “Official” so
they voted against the proposal. They
however requested that the NFFS pick
up the event to give it a try and then
resubmit it to the AMA at a later date.
We plan to do this and the only change
from that proposed will be the NFFS as
the sponsor in lieu of the AMA at least
for a few years. Paul’s small Mulvihill is
a feature article in the 2012 BFMA Free
Flight Forum—check it out. The rules
were summarized in the March/April
Digest. Small Mulvihill will still be
flown at the 2012 Nats as planned.
VINTAGE FAI POWER AT THE 2012
NATS
Since we had only 1 flier in 2010 and no
fliers in 2011 we chose to drop vintage
from the NATS entry form. Seems like
this has sparked some interest and we
now have six people who claim to be
Continued on page 35
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F O R E - 3 6 : electric systems primer  
rise to park flyers and R/C electric
conversions. Categories of electric
performance have emerged based on
watts per pound of aircraft weight.
These range from:
• 70 watts/lb for R/C trainers
• 100 watts/lb for R/C sport aerobatics
• 150 watts/lb R/C unlimited

will determine its power, i.e. a larger
diameter stator will produce more
power. But brushless motors in the 5090 watt range are surprisingly small,
with diameters in the range of 18-25
mm (roughly 3/4–1”). Of course, size
tends to be directly proportional to
weight, so small and light is good.
Another important property of
brushless motors is
know as “Kv” At a
simplified level, Kv
is a measure of the
internal resistance
of the motor and
how fast it will
turn for a given
voltage. Motors
with a higher Kv
value have a lower
internal resistance
and will turn faster
for a given voltage.
Because we will
be running our
propellors using
direct drive (i.e. no
gearbox) we want
a high Kv. That means Kv values near
2000 or higher.
PhotographY: DON DELAOCH

Neil Myers and Mark Covington are
experienced electric R/Cers who
converted to Free Flight in 2006.
Covington is on the NFFS E-36
subcommittee.
Recent E-36 rule changes have
breathed new life into this
introductory electric event. Since

aerobatics
• 250+ watts/lb R/C overkill—or just
right for Free Flight power!
So, an E-36 weighing 135 grams
should have overkill
performance with
NFFS E-36 RULES
about 75 watts of
power.
• 36” maximum projected wingspan.
Watts are the
product
of potential,
• Minimum flying weight: 120 grams.
measured in
• Motor, propeller restrictions: none.
volts, and current,
• Battery: maximum 2 cells (7.40 Volt) Lithium polymeasured in amps.
E-36 rules limit
mer, 6 cells nickel.
batteries to two-cell
• Motor runs: 15 seconds maximum on first three flights. First
LiPo batteries which
flyoff: 10 seconds. Second and subsequent flyoffs: 5 seconds.
have a nominal
• All flight maximums: 120 seconds.
voltage of 7.4 volts,
but closer to 8.4 volts
• Flight scoring: Six attempts for three flights of 20 seconds or
right off a charger.
greater. Total of first three flights plus flyoffs (if applicable).
Dividing the 75 watt
power by the 8.4 volt
battery, results in a current value of
CHOOSING A MOTOR
about 9 amps. So, we need a brushless
75 watt motor that can accommodate
Advances in lithium polymer
8.4 volts and 9 amps.
(LiPo) battery and brushless motor
In general, the diameter of a motor
technology in the last decade gave
electric power may be new to many
Free Flighters, we hope this primer
helps introduce most of the basic
concepts you need to know.
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CHOOSING AN ESC
Brushless motors have three wires. An
electronic speed control, or ESC, is
what allows direct current (DC) from
a battery to drive a three-wire motor.
The ESC serves as the throttle and also
does the switching done by brushes in
brushed motors.
As with the other components in
our system, we need to select an ESC
that is rated for our current limit.
Fortunately, many small, light ESCs
are available in the 10-12 amp range.
Otherwise, ESCs differ primarily in
programmable features. Many ESCs
will auto-detect the number of cells in
the battery they connect to and will set
their low voltage cutoff to protect the
battery. In other words, the ESC will
shut off a motor before a lipo battery
discharges far enough to damage it.
(We’ll discuss batteries a bit later.)
Other ESCs may require
parameters to be set by programming

them. Parameters such as low voltage
cutoff, soft start, freewheel vs. brake
(useful for folder props) can be set
individually. Programmable ESCs may
be programmed with a link to a PC
or a dedicated programming card, or
an R/C transmitter or servo tester. If
you want full control, you may want a
programmable ESC but they cost more
than simpler auto-detecting ESCs.
CHOOSING BATTERIES
Although the E-36 rules allow either
6-cell NiMH or 2-cell LiPo battery
packs, we’ll focus on LiPos as they have
a much better energy density than
NiMH, so we get more power for less
weight.
VOLTAGE
LiPo batteries have a voltage of 3.7
volts per cell, so a two-cell pack has a
nominal voltage of 7.4 volts. But hot
off the charger it’s closer to 8.4 volts.
On the other end of their voltage
scale, LiPos will be damaged if they
discharge below 3 volts per cell. This
is why setting the ESC’s low voltage
cutoff is important and you should not
leave a LiPo connected to a system if
you are not using it.
CAPACITY
The capacity of a battery, listed
in milliampere-hours (mAh), is a
measure of how much power it can
store. For example, a 350mAh battery
can supply .35 amps for one hour.
For the short runs E-36 demands, we
don’t need much capacity and larger
capacity comes with greater weight.
But capacity is important for the next
property we need to consider, the
discharge rate.
DISCHARGE RATE
The highest rate that current can
be drawn from a LiPo is called
its discharge rate and is stated as
a multiple of the capacity, or “C.”
Modern LiPos have discharge rates of
20C up to 65C.
Another example: a 350 mAh
capacity battery with a 25C discharge

rate can support a current draw of 8.75
amps (.350A x 25 = 8.75A).
Most can exceed this rate for short
periods, and may list their “burst” rate
as up to twice their standard discharge
rate. A burst is usually considered to be
under 20-30 seconds, which is longer
than E-36 motor runs. So a small
capacity, high discharge rate pack will
serve our needs better than a larger,
heavier, lower discharge rate pack that
can handle the same current draw.
CHARGING
LiPos should always be charged at a
1C or lower rate. So, our 350 mAh
pack should be charged at no more
than .35 amp. This would take a fully
discharged pack an hour to charge, but
we will seldom run a pack down that
far so charging won’t take that long.
LiPo chargers come in a huge range
of features and prices, but should allow
setting the number of cells in a pack
and the charging rate. The simplest
may auto-detect the cell number and
have a fixed charge rate. If these are the
only LiPos you’ll ever have, a simple
charger with a rate at or below your
pack’s capacity may suffice. But if you
have a range of packs you’ll want a
more capable charger.
STORAGE
LiPos discharge very little sitting on
the shelf; however, they should not be
stored with a full charge. They should
be stored closer to their nominal
voltage. If a LiPo ever looks puffed up,
it’s time to discard it.
CHOOSING ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS
At some point all these components
need to be connected together to
make our power system. Motors and
ESCs will usually come with bare
wires. Battery leads may come bare or
with whatever connector the vendor
chooses. Connectors must also be
capable of handling the current load
of our system, and we recommend
that you use polarized connectors on
batteries and ESCs to prevent reversing
the connection and frying components
before they ever get flown. (Polarized

connectors each have a male and
female pin. Unpolarized connectors
put the male pins on one plug and

CANDIDATE E-36 MOTORS
From: <www.texastimers.net> and
<www.hobbyking.com>:
• AX-1806N, 2500kv, 67 W, 19g, $16 (used
by Don DeLoach, Bernie Crowe, others).
From: <www.hobbyking.com>:
• C20, 2050kv, 92 W, 25.5g, $7 (used by
John Oldenkamp and Mike Pykelny)
From <www.rctoys.com>:
• Hacker A10-7L, 2200kv, 75w, 20g, $39
(used by Mark Covington).
From: <www.innov8tivedesigns.com>:
• T2008, 2000kv, 120 W, 27g, $24 (used by
Frank Pollard with Graupner CAM 8x4.5
folder).
From: <www.e-fliterc.com>:
• Park 250, 2200kv, 55 W, 14g, $32

female on the other, but that means the
male pins can get flipped and plugged
into the wrong female pins.)
To ensure battery interoperability
between all our systems, we should all
follow a standard for how connectors

CANDIDATE E-36 ESC s 
From <www.stevensaero.com>
• Castle Creations Phoenix 10, $51
• Castle cCeations Thunderbird 09, $26
• SA Sport 10A Brushless ESC, $17
From <www.HobbyKing.com>:
• HobbyKing Red Brick 10A, $6
• Birdie 10A, $8
• Blue series 12A, $11

should be soldered to the components.
If you borrow someone’s battery,
this should ensure it will work. (But
carefully inspect it anyway to be sure.)
Deans Micro polarized connectors
can handle large current loads and
are small and light. We recommend
www.freeflight.org  Free Flight      

is that the female connectors go on
the ESC, which means the motor gets
the male connectors. The colors of
these wires are not significant. The
connection is correct when the motor
runs the direction you want. Switch
any two wires and the direction is
reversed.

CANDIDATE e-36 (7.4v) batteries
From <www.stevensaero.com>:
• ThunderPower 325mAh, 45C, 24g, $17
From <www.texastimers.net> and <rclipos.com>:
• Thunder Power G6 325mAh 65C/130C, 25g, $17 (used by Don DeLoach, Mark Covington, Randy Reynolds, Todd Reynolds)

THE WATTMETER
The best way to find the actual power
of your system is to use a device called
a wattmeter. It’s a meter that plugs into
your system, between the battery and
the ESC, and measures both voltage
and current simultaneously. Many
modern wattmeters can also store the
max wattage reading which makes it
easy to find the best case power from
your system. You don’t have to have
one but it is essential if you want to
compare the relative output of different
setup.

From <rclipos.com>:
• Hyperion G3 CX 450mAh 25C/45C, 30g, $12 (used by Dan Berry, Jim Jennings)
• Thunder Power G6 325mAh 45C/90C, 21g, $16 (used by Frank Pollard)
From <www.hobbyking.com>:
• Turnigy nano-tech 350mAh, 65/130C, 29g, $8 (used by Don DeLoach, Neil Myers)
• Turnigy Nano-tech 460mAh, 25C/40C, 33g, $4
• Turnigy Nano-tech 370mAh, 25C/40C, 27g, $4
• Rhino 460mAh, 20C/30C, 29g, $5 (used by John Oldenkamp, Mike Pykelny)
• Rhino 360mAh, 20C/30C, 23g, $4

following the standard wiring
described on the Deans package. It
might be the most important fine print
in all of electric modeling!
BATTERY TO ESC CONNECTORS
Because polarized plugs are all
identical, they must be wired up
correctly. The standard for Deans

Micro Polarized plugs is:
Male pin positive (+) on battery
Female pin positive (+) on ESC

CHOOSING A PROPELLER
The propeller you choose can
determine whether you are getting
the most out of your setup. A larger
or higher pitch prop forces a motor

ESC TO MOTOR CONNECTORS
Motors are typically connected with
three-wire plugs or separate barrel
connectors on each wire. The standard

Wattmeter
9
10
Swap any two wires to
reverse motor rotation

From ESC,
Female positive

8

From battery,
Male positive

7
1
ESC
6
4
1. LiPo, 2 cell, 320 - 450 mah, 25-65C
2. Balancing connector, for charging
3. Deans Micro polarized (see note for polarity)
4. Servo connector (comes with ESC)
5. Flight timer
6. Electronic Speed Control, 10-18 amps
7. Deans 3 pin connector OR separate barrel connectors (see note)
8. Brushless motor, at least 1800 kv or higher, 18-25 grams
9. Prop, folder, 6x3 to 7.5x4, sized by current load
10. Wattmeter, insert between battery & ESC to measure power
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Battery
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to work harder, therefore draws more
current than a smaller, lower pitch
prop. E-36 will likely use props in
the 6x3 to 8x5 range. A wattmeter is
the best way to measure the effect of
different props. A tachometer can be
used to measure RPM, but the prop
that draws the right current to get the
most power will not be the highest
RPM.
Electric motors are not subject
to the effects of altitude as internal
combustion engines are—but props
are. If you’re propped to draw a certain
current near sea level your system
will draw less at altitude because of

the thinner air. You will need to run
a bigger prop at altitude to draw the
same current as sea level.
SOLDERING
Connectors connect the components
together, but we haven’t addressed
how the connectors are attached.
Connectors must be soldered to the
wires.
First, you need a soldering iron. A
pen-type of 30-50 watts is sufficient.
Higher wattage is better because a
hotter iron takes less time to make a
joint. This means less time for all the

components to
overheat.
FLYING your e-36 in F1Q
It’s important to
keep the soldering
If you want to calculate how much run time you would get flyiron tip clean.
ing it in F1Q, do this:
Use a small wet
1. Weigh the plane all-up (battery, tracker, rubber bands) and
sponge to wipe
multiply the weight in grams by 5. This is your energy allowance
the iron tip after
in joules (watt-seconds.)
each connection.
Many iron holders
2. Hook up a watt meter to your plane, and with a fully-charged
come with a small
battery and the prop you intend to fly with, measure the watts
sponge for this.
when the motor reaches full speed. This is your system power.
Solder should
3. Divide the energy allowance in watt-seconds by the system
be rosin-core, not
power in watts. The result is your allowed motor run time in
acid-core. Solder
seconds.
is typically 60/40
4. Write it all down on a sheet of paper for the Contest Director
lead/tin, but leadto check, and show the allowed motor run time prominently on
free solder is more
the wing so the timekeeper can see your run time. I’m guessing
eco-friendly and
most E-36s will be allowed between 10 and 15 seconds.
becoming more
common.
—Bernie Crowe
Keep the parts
to be soldered as
clean as possible.
SUMMARY
Paste flux can help solder flow more
evenly and create a better joint.
While some may want to simply copy
others’ setups, our goal was to show
TINNING
you how to pick your own electric
power setup. There’s lots of room for
The proper way to make a connection
optimizing. It may seem intimidating
is to coat each part with a thin layer of
solder. This is known as tinning. Then, at first, but once you have a working
setup we’re sure you’ll be taken with
when you solder the tinned parts
together, you don’t need to add more
solder.
Before you begin soldering, don’t
Bargain E-36 setup
forget to slide the heat shrink tubing
onto the wires! Deans connectors
The equipment John Oldenkamp and
come with small bits of rubbery tubing
Mike Pykelny use on Oldemkamp’s Joule
to cover and insulate the connections.
Box design, available from <www.hobSlide this onto the wires as far from the
byking.com>:
connection as it will go. If it’s too close
C20-2050 “Red” Motor $7.24
while you’re soldering, it may shrink
HK05518A Black ESC $6.15
in place.
R460-20-2 460 Battery $4.67
To tin parts, first hold the iron
AM1002A Connectors $1.87
against the wire for a few seconds.
When the wire is hot, touch the solder
to the wire, not the iron. When the
clean, silent, and convenient electric
wire is covered in solder, remove the
power. And you’ll never spend a single
solder, then remove the iron.
minute wiping used electrons off your
Now hold the two tinned parts
model.
together and apply the hot iron until
the solder flows between them, then
Mark Covington and Neil Myers,
remove the iron. Slide the heat shrink
Colorado Springs, Colo.
into place and shrink with a heat gun
mcovington@earthlink.net
or flame.
sky-guy@comcast.net
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F A B U L O U S FEBRUARY AT LOST HILLS   

director) said, “let’s have an extra
contest for the guys coming to the
February, MaxMen International.
We’ll call it the Winter Classic!” I said,
“How can
we call it a
‘Classic’ when
we haven’t had
a contest?” Ike
said, “Yeah
Norm, you’re
right, but I like
the sound of
it!”
This year
we had 130+
individuals
fill in a field
of over 340
entries. It’s
become a
Classic!
The Isaacson Winter Classic/New
Zealand World Cup, is the first contest
of the Lost Hills Fabulous February
week (Pan American, Cal Cup and
the Bob White Memorial/MaxMen
International). Registration began
Friday afternoon and early Saturday
morning. A large foreign contingent
means many need to apply for AMA
Affiliate status (51!) and even more
need to take care of Lost Hills field
membership (thanks, Walt Ghio!).

Co-Contest Director, Roger
Morrell, honked the 8:00 a.m. round
one hooter, and we were off and
running! Almost immediately I got a

PhotographY: BRIAN FURUTANI, BRIAN CHAN and DON DELAOCH

Norm Furutani is the longtime
Contest Director of the Issacson
Winter Classic. A former F1B flyer,
Norm now flies a mix of AMA, SAM
and NFFS events, indoors and out.
Twenty-four years ago, Bob Isaacson,
at our usual daily lunch break (we
taught at the same high school—Bob
was a coach and I was the band

Top: Flight line view during the Max Men.
Above: Ryan Jones contemplates F1G launch.
Above right: Randy Secor pre-flights geared F1C.
Opposite: Gil Morris preps his exquisite, home
built flapper/folder F1C .
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call—we needed an ambulance on the
F1B line. One of the guys fell while
winding and couldn’t get up. I called
9-1-1 then got retired fireman Ted
Firster out of retirement while I went
to meet the Lost Hills Fire Department
at the site entrance. Some comic
relief…I guess it looked funny to many
to see the big fire truck following me
on my little 90cc ATV! Our Arizona
friend spent the rest of the week in the
hospital and is now sporting a new

bionic hip.
The rest of the day
Isaacson Winter Classic – 2/11-12/2012 – Lost Hills, California
went pretty smooth.
				
1st		
2nd 			
3rd
Weather was very nice
F1H Glider (15)		
B. Van Nest, USA, 1441 sec.
J. Cooper, GBR, 1438
A. Balassiano, ISR, 1418
and the sky was filled
F1G Rubber (25)		
T. O’Dell, USA, 1493		
P. Brocks, USA, 1429		
P. Seiffert, GER, 1409
with lots of planes. The
F1J Power (6)		
S. Screen, GBR, 900		
S. Malkasyan, USA, 819
F. Parker, USA, 745
F1 line was packed and
Nostalgia Wake (8)
D. DeLoach, USA, 1260
J. Livotto, USA, 535		
H. Cover, USA,533
seemed to go on forever.
AMA P-30 (6)		
C. Brooks, USA, 1408
D. McGuckin, USA,676
D. DeLoach, USA, 360
The latest in folders,
AMA HLG (23)		
S. Buddenbohm, USA, 959
M. Covington, USA, 833
K. Bauer, USA, 706
flappers and high-tech
AMA Catapult Glider (20) S. Buddenbohm, USA, 465
K. Bauer, USA, 439
R. Ray, USA, 414
construction was on
FAI Catapult Glider (10) P. Love, USA,578		
M. Covington, USA, 533
R. Ray, USA, 522
display. Speaking of
Classic Towline (3)
T. Batiuk, USA, 535
M. Covington, USA, 447
R. Cline, USA, 256
folders, it was a treat to
E-36 Electric (7)		
D. DeLoach, USA, 670
F. Pollard, USA, 559		
T. Reynolds, USA, 518
have one of the pioneers
Compressed Air (6)
J. Sprenger, USA, 360
H. Cover, USA, 352
J. Alling, USA, 345
of that technology, Bill
Nostalgia 1/4A (5)
D. Kaiser, USA, 496		
D. McNamee, USA, 465
K. Kaiser, USA, 344
Gieskieng, present on
Nostalgia 1/2A (6)
B. Hannah, USA,900		
K. Kaiser, USA, 688		
T. Firster, USA,444
the field!
Nostalgia Early 1/2A (2) F. Pollard, USA, 540		
G. Schneider, USA, 500
N/A
F1A and C sorted
Nostalgia A (6)		
B. Hannah, USA, 2340
K. Kaiser, USA, 535		
T. Firster, USA, 535
themselves out by the
Nostalgia B (8)		
A. Cron, USA, 851		
K. Kaiser, USA, 849		
D. Kaiser, USA, 552
7-minute round. It took
Nostalgia C (5)		
J. Carman, USA, 1260
D. Kaiser, USA, 1246		
P. Ronney, USA, 713
one more, the 9-minute,
Vintage FAI Power (5)
B. Hannah, USA, 900
G. Schneider, USA, 880
R. Neugebauer, USA, 855
to settle F1B. Surprise! It
Gollywock (8)		
C. Redlin, USA, 1358		
D. DeLoach, USA,1299
P. Romak, USA, 1139
was an all USA win for
Gollywock M. Launch (5) C. Redlin, USA, 7:28		
D. DeLoach, USA,6:39
P. Romak, USA, 4:03
the the three events! Jim
AMA Moffett (4)		
P. Romak, USA, 540		
R. Gildersleeve, USA, 522
J. Livotto, USA, 500
Farmer took F1A, Eddie
Dawn Mulvihill (2)
C. Redlin, USA, 756		
H. Cover, USA, 321		
N/A
Carroll F1C and Charlie
Beat the Vartanian (6)
L. Hines, USA		
R. Ray, USA		
K. Bauer, USA
Jones F1B.
In the meantime
wind. Lost Hills can be fickle, great
Amazing performance out of those
Bruce Hannah racked up 13 maxes
one day and horrible the next. Well we little machined jewels!
in A Nostalgia Gas! Not quite the
lucked out
The new E-36 class seems to be
and Sunday catching on. Very fast climbing, much
was just
like a hot 1/2A, only no sound.
as nice as
As far as I know, we were the first
Saturday.
to offer F1E slope soaring in the USA.
Sunday
F1E is our Monday event run by F1E
morning
promoter/enthusiast, Peter Brocks.
you could
Flown on the man made hill provided
hear the
by Holloway Gypsum. Well our luck
hum of
ran out and we postponed twice,
compressors finally getting to fly at the end of the
pumping
week. F1E is totally different from
up the
other FAI classes. No fancy support
compressed equipment needed.
air powered
This year we partnered up with the
planes.
New Zealand Free Flight Association,
marathon of last year (15 maxes) but
he didn’t have Don
Kaiser snapping at his
heels this time. Don did
Kiwi World Cup of New Zealand - 2/11/2012 – Lost Hills, California
give Jeff Carman a run
				
1st		
2nd 			
3rd
in C gas but slipped on
F1A Glider (55)		
Jim Farmer, USA, 2010
S. Rosenzweig, ISR, 1949
M. McKeever, USA, 1930
the seventh max and let
F1B Rubber (50)		
C. Jones, USA, 2381		
T. Christensen, SWE, 2276
J. Emery, USA, 2034
Jeff go home with the
F1C Power (20)		
E. Carroll, USA, 2040
A. Babenko, UKR, 2026
R. Truppe, AUT, 1984
pistachios.
F1Q Electric (5)		
F. Pollard, USA, 1819		
J. Parker, USA, 1756
M. Pykelny, USA, 1220
Saturday night I
F1P Power (2)		
T. Malkhasyan, USA, 1271
G. Schneider, USA, 1243
S. Malkasyan, USA, 811
could hear rain and
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Left: Young Peyton Tetrick is becoming a real
talent at F1B. Above: Cenny Breeman of Belgium
is a longtime attendee of Lost Hills in February.

FabFeb contests in that it offers a
variety of classes. AMA, NFFS, SAM
and some original events are mixed
in with the FAI competition. Through
the years, we added classes that we and
our friends enjoyed flying. The end
result of this hodgepodge is you will
see RamRod 750’s floating in the same
thermal as the latest folding, geared
FFONZ, to offer their third permitted
of the F1 scores. Alex Kulakovsky is
F1Cs. And Gollywocks bouncing
FAI World Cup competition. Roger
providing this service to the World
above frantic bunting, flapping, and
Low-Drag Airfoil F1As.
Ralph Ray and Stan
California Cup F1E World Cup – 2/16/2012 - Lost Hills, California
Buddenbohm had the
			
1st		
2nd 			
3rd
glider pen humming
F1E (3)			
P. Brocks, USA,		
D. Parsons, USA,		
I. Kaynes, GBR,
with activity and they’re
already making changes
Kiwi World Cup of New Zealand – 2/16/2012 - Lost Hills, California
to make it even more fun
next year.
			
1st		
2nd 			
3rd
It’s America’s Cup,
F1E (3)			
I. Kaynes, GBR, 433.20
P. Brocks, USA, 426.41
D. Parsons, USA, 345.03
National Cup and now
World Cup. The fun part
Morrell flies for the Kiwis and made
Cup contests. As scores were turned in, is we’re all flying for the Lost Hills
grown Pistachio Cups given as prizes!
arrangements for this pairing. The
Roger radioed in the times to his wife
Come join us next year!
A special thanks to
Pan-American Open World Cup of Canada – 2/14/2012 – Lost Hills, California
friends and family that
			
1st		
2nd 			
3rd
pitch in and make the
F1A		
R. Koglot, SLO		
S. Makarov, RUS		
P. Findahl, SWE
Ike happen (next year
F1B			
S. Stefanchuk, UKR
T. Mathews, CAN		
Y. Blazevich, RUS
we’re going to need more
F1C			
E. Verbitsky, UKR
R. Pechensky, UKR
V. Sychov, SVK
friends and family!) and
especially to Co-CD
Roger Morrell.
Isaacson Winter Classic would be
Lindy and they were downloaded to
Norm Furutani, Gardena, Calif.
responsible for the entire event. Also
the internet.
norgin@earthlink.net
new this year was online reporting
The Ike is different than the other
14   Free Flight  www.freeflight.org

Sergei Makarov

Max Men International USA World Cup – 2/17-19/2012 – Lost Hills, California
				
F1A Glider (56)		
F1B Rubber (49)		
F1C Power (23)		
F1P Power (4)		

1st
R. Koglot, SLO, 2559
A. Andriukov, USA, 2005
A. Babenko, UKR, 2220
L. Akopov, RUS 1320		

2nd
S. Makarov, RUS 2496
S. Stefanchuk, UKR, 1959
D. Chesson, USA, 2206
T. Malkhasyan, USA, 1296

3rd
V. Stamov, UKR 2488
R. Piserchio, USA, 1946
R. McBurnett, USA, 2140
S. Malkhasyan, USA, 1237
Ian Kaynes

Enes Pecenkovic

Per Findahl

Mike McKeever
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N O S T A L GIA GAS: TEXAS HuSTLER   
Bob Stalick is a former NFFS President
and Model Builder columnist, longtime
NFFS Nostalgia editor, and a Free
Flight Hall-of-Famer.
This newly-approved design came
to light when in 2009 Dan Sobala
presented me a faint ditto print from a
Montreal Flying Club newsletter, dated
1958. It was edited by Barry Haisman,
who also drew up the three-view. Two
statements on the three-view qualified
the model for Nostalgia status:
1. “Under the new AMA rules

first flown in 1956 or 1957 as the
AMA rules requiring the 173.4 weight
changed effective January, 1959.
Dan came upon the model in the
form of a set of plans, which he then
used to construct his version. He is
not aware of the name of he designer,
just that it originated in Texas and was
named the “Hustler.” Consequently,
with Dan’s approval, Jim O’Reilly and
I decided to re-christen it the “Texas
Hustler” in order to distinguish it
from the Jepson-Anderson “Hustler,”
approved by the committee several

a bit from the original newsletter
three-view in that it has three surface
spars on the wing, which he added
in order to beef up the wing which
was determined to be of insufficient
strength in the original. The full-sized
plan (and the three-view) provided
with this article show this addition
and is highly recommended for
anyone intending to build this model.
The three spars in question were
a topic of discussion among the
Nostalgia committee members, as the
rules do not allow addition of spars in

(173.4 oz/cu.in.) 20-second VTO
with hot engine gives 5-minute-plus
average time in dead air early morning
conditions,” and
2. “Design flown for two years”
These two statements, when taken
together, show that the model was

years ago.
Dan was able to provide his
original wing and stab from from his
version of the Texas Hustler which
he built and flew in the mid- to late1950’s. I had a chance to look over the
wing and stab which were aged but
still identifiable. Dan’s wing varied

the front one-third of the wing’s upper
surface. However, since the Sobala
model was built and flown during
the Nostalgia period, this issue was
resolved.
Another discussion point was the
location of the C.G. According to
the original three-view, the C.G. was
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located at 80% root chord. Dan believed that to be too far
back, since the wing has a distinct taper from the trailing
edge which has the effect of actually moving the C.G. even
further aft. After some consultation, the three of us (Dan,
Jim and Bob) came to the conclusion that it should be set
at 65% root chord. Builders may wish to experiment with

BUILD the TEXAS HUSTLER
Order the Texas Hustler (plan #815) for $7 postpaid (checks
payable to NFFS) from NFFS Plans Service, 1375 Ridgefield
Dr., Roswell, GA 30075, or <chasrussell@peoplepc.com>.
Secure online ordering at <www.freeflight.org>. Add $8
for a rolled plan mailed in a crushproof tube.

the location somewhat, knowing that the new location
represents a consensus of experts but is not proven in actual
flight.
The model is intended to fly right/right. It has
undercambered stabilizer and wing sections, so it should
be a good gliding model. A strong Medallion, Hornet or
Fox should power it up in great shape. It is a bit large for a
Nostalgia 1/2A, but the glide will undoubtedly make up for
any deficits of a slower climb especially if you can build it to
the recommended 7 ounces.
Thanks to Dan Sobala for unearthing this design and to
Jim O’Reilly for updating and redrafting the plans.
Bob Stalick, Albany, Ore.
freefliter@aol.com
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C A T A P U L T GLIDER: SCALDED C AT 18
really say if this has much of an effect
but the model launches vertically, goes
very straight and high, and has a quick
transition at the very top of the climb
and an excellent glide. My first version
could do 90 seconds consistently with
strong rubber.

glider. The basic idea was to come
up with a light robust glider that
would attain a respectable altitude
and also achieve a good glide and
good visibility. Another important
consideration in this design is the
ability to accommodate my friend
Craig Limber’s prototype electronic
timer/radio tracker dethermalization
(DT) device (shown on the plan
as the “Climber Timer”). The final
consideration was the DT mechanism
(tumbling pigeon) and the placements
of the launch hook and hold tab.
My SC12 deviates from other 12inch designs in a couple of points.
First it uses a fairly low aspect ratio
wing planform. My thinking here was
to improve the wing loading as well
as visibility. The second unique aspect
of the design is that it uses differential
washout, with slightly more washout
on the outside panel. To be fair, I can’t

With SC18 I have gone to
a slightly higher aspect ratio
but have kept the asymmetric
washout. This design also
launches straight and high and
also has the excellent transition
and glide of its smaller relation.
In the limited testing that I
have conducted so far, using ordinary
¼” Tan rubber, it consistently achieves
70 seconds. With really good strong
rubber it will probably get somewhat
higher and perhaps approach 80 to 90
seconds.
A major motivation for the larger
SC18 glider was to accommodate a
reliable electronic DT and tracker
system. The smaller SC12 was
simply too small for the system
Craig designed and so a larger
design was required. Since I wanted
to move towards a more modern
tumbling pigeon DT mechanism
as well as a high forward hook
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position I redesigned the fuselage to
accommodate these modifications as
well as the Climber Timer. Because I
live in Calgary and would have to fly
to most of the larger contests I also
incorporated a bolt-on wing design
that would allow me to store two or

PhotographY: Bernard guest

Bernard Guest is a NFFS member
from Alberta, Canada. He is an
Assistant Professor of Geology at the
University of Calgary.
This is a catapult glider that
represents a development from my
low aspect ratio Scalded Cat 12

three SC18s in a fairly small box. An
added benefit of the bolt on wing
is that you can use trial and error
to position the wing for a 60% CG
before drilling the bolt holes. This way
you can minimize the need for nose
weight. In my case the 1.9g Climber
Timer resulted in enough nose weight
and I did not have to add any. If you
are using a button timer you may need
to add a gram or two or perhaps shift
the wing slightly more to the rear.
Bernard Guest, Calgary, Alb., Can.
bguest@ucalgary.ca

Scalded Cat

A catapault glider designed
by Bernard Guest
Ideas from Tony Matthews and
Lee Hines are gratefully acknowledged.

taper core to 1/16 at nose

Timer spac

Make three balsa cores from 1/16th, the middle
one should be from harder wood, and glue them
together as a sandwich. Grey shaded region made
with ply for center piece.

Climber Timer.

Climber timer
side cheeks

Drill hole after fuselage is
assembled

Sand in 1/32
Light grey sh

slot core for grip

Pivot arms
from 1/16 ply or
1mm glass fibre plate
grip made
from 1/16 ply or
1mm glass fibre plate

DT angle 70 to 90 degrees

Carbon or ply
shear braces
ensure that nylon
bolts shear in crash

Wing mount (3 x 5 x 110
I bolt mine for easy disas

Declage adjustment

CG 58 to 60% (min
4.25” (108 mm) from nose to wing LE

ce cut according to prefrence
Thickness
0.235” or 6mm
0.196” or 5 mm
0.135” or 3.5 mm
Starboard wing cutline

Wing area - 61sq”

Port wing cutline
upper stan/Be 6% 4”

upper stan/Be 6% 4”

Wing from 1/4 inch 4.5 - 5 # C grain balsa
TE 1/32 thick and lined with 1/32 strip of
hard wood like bass.
LE lined with 1/16 bass.

washout on port wing and 1/16 on starboard wing (if gliding left).
hows washout area.

lower stan/Be 6% 4”

lower stan/Be 6% 4”

Use these positive patterns to make
negative sanding blocks. These
sanding blocks will give you a 6%
Buddenbohm/Eggleston airfoil.

Washin wedge on inboard wing

stab area12.35 sq”
es

16 degrees

0.78” (20 mm)

1/16 C grain balsa, in the
5# - 6# range

16 d

2.32” (59 mm)

egre

Taper stab to tips and to TE and then round LE

2.25

mm) either glued or bolted to wing
ssembly and storage

Decalage 1 degree (you will need to
bevel the rear portion of the wing mount

(17.16” or 436 mm)

10.35” (263 mm) (wing TE to stab LE)
Glue small washer or ring to boom
here to center adjustment screw

ne does well at 60%)

33 mm

MRL Carbon boom

FAC DIME SCALE: BOEING MONOMA I L
Rich Weber is a top scale designer
and flyer with more than 100 FAC
competition victories to his credit. He’s
the editor of Flying Aces Club News.
As is often the case, I came across
the three-view drawing of the Boeing
Monomail when I was looking for
something else. When I saw the Free
Flight potential in the big wing and
an appealing color scheme, I was
hooked. I decided to make it a Dimer
to simplify things, and because I
needed a ten-center for an upcoming
flying season. I’ve flown it now for

several years, and it’s performed well.
I’ve nearly lost it on many occasions,
but those bright orange wing tips have
helped me to find it in the woods and

weeds.
Construction is conventional all
the way, using all 1/16” stock per FAC
rules. The only tip I can pass along
is to cover
the fuselage
before adding
the headrest
framing. It
makes covering
a lot easier. The
three-view I
have doesn’t
show any
fairing
behind the
wheels. Some pictures do. I think
that leaves it up to the builder. All the
color lines are shown on the plan. One
photo I’ve seen shows the headrest as
gray, in another it
looks green. You
choose. I made
some gray Esaki
tissue by smearing
gray chalk on a
sheet of white. The
only “tricky” part
on the model is
the “Monomail”
logo on the side
of the fuselage. I
used a white gel
pen and did it
free hand. This
seemed to be in the
tradition of tencent models. The
green outline on
the tail surfaces
is easily done
by cutting some
narrow strips of
green tissue and
sticking them on

with glue stick or dope.
Balance point is near the leading
edge at the wing tips. The sweepback
can be deceiving. The nose moment

boeing monomail
Boeing started the design of the allmetal single-seat mail/cargo transport
Model 200 Monomail in 1929. Powered
by a 575 hp Pratt & Whitney Hornet B
nine-cylinder, single row, air cooled
radial engine, and registered NX725W,
the prototype was first flown on May 6,
1930. It was tested for some time and
then converted to the eight passenger
configuration Model 221A, by lengthening the fuselage by 2 ft 3 in (0.69 m) to 43
ft 5 in (13.23 m) and adding four cabin
windows on each side.
Reregistered NC725W the aircraft
served with Boeing Air Transport and
United Air Lines, before it was acquired
by Wyoming Air Service. On May 27,
1935, piloted by Alva Lucas through very
bad weather with low visibility, the aircraft impacted high terrain near Glendo,
Wyoming, while enroute from Billings,
Montana to Cheyenne, Wyoming. The
pilot was killed instantly and the aircraft
destroyed.

is longer than it appears. Mine flew
with about two degrees of downthrust and one degree right. I used a
6” Ikara prop. They look like a regular
Peck prop but have a lot more pitch.
(available from Shorty’s Basement.)
Two loops of 1/16” rubber will
provide plenty of power if you keep
the model light. Have fun with it!     
Rich Weber, Cleveland, Oh.
newsletter@flyingacesclub.com
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A M A M U LVIHILL RUBBER: “BOODA”   
Junior.
I built my first Booda in 2003 and
flew it at the Nats, winning Junior
Mulvihill with a time of nearly 31
minutes—a new
Junior AMA
record. This
score would
have placed me
third in Open.
For the next few
years I would
trade first and
second place
in Junior and
Senior Mulvihill
with my good
friend, Evan
Simon. In 2008,
we had just
returned from
the Junior World
Championships
in Kiev, Ukraine,
and made it
to Muncie the
morning we
were supposed
to fly Mulvihill.
Luckily for us,
the weather was
so horrible, the
contest director,
Chuck Markos,
moved the event
to Friday.
Flying that
day was a blast!
For the 5- and
6-minute flights,
the model got in big lift and went off
the field. We were able to find the
model and get it back to the flight line.
PhotographY: DON DELAOCH

John Shailor is a three-time AMA
National Mulvihill Champion, a
former U.S. Junior F1B Team member
and a third generation Free Flighter.

My modeling career started with
Delta Darts, probably like the
majority of young Free Flighters. I
really got involved with building
more complicated models with Lee
Campbell’s Souper P-30 which I still
have. After that, my dad designed a
small unlimited model based on Joe
Foster’s Coupe. It used two coupe
motors and the first one placed second
in Junior at the 2001 Nats. While
the model landed on the field, it was
gone by the time we got to it. I was
heartbroken, but determined to build
another one the next winter. I also
flew Coupe that year and won first in
24   Free Flight  www.freeflight.org

BUILD the BOODA
Order the Booda (plan #825) for $8
postpaid (checks payable to NFFS)
from NFFS Plans Service, 1375
Ridgefield Dr., Roswell, GA 30075,
or <chasrussell@peoplepc.com>.
Secure online ordering at <www.
freeflight.org>. Add $8 for a rolled
plan mailed in a crushproof tube.

For the 7-minute flight, I was lucky
enough to launch into a fairly light
thermal and the wind had died down.
The model
did the
7- minute
flight
staying
on the
field. With
that max,
I knew
that I had
won the
Mulvihill
trophy
and it was,
by far, my
happiest
moment
in model
flying!
The
following
year, I
built a
second
Booda,
this one
a little
lighter and
stronger.
I finished
it just a
couple
of weeks
before the
Nats and
we were
able to get
some good
test flying
in before
the contest
day.
The
model flew well right from the start.
The early flights stayed pretty much
on the field, but the 6-minute flight
wound up going off the field and
landing in beans. I launched just after
Bud Romak who had picked a really
nice, big thermal. I was able to get the
model back to the field and wait to see
how other modelers were doing. Near
the end of the contest, we decided a

7-minute flight should be put up. I
put in about 800 turns on a motor
with approximately a .9 on the torque

fortunate to win the Mulvihill for a
third time. The weather that day was
perfect for long flights, in spite of the

launched it with a few minutes left in
the contest. While I didn’t max on this
flight, it added to the overall score. The

meter. My dad and Chris Parkyn,
another Detroit Balsa Bug, were
helping pick air. The model climbed
out well, nose high, and was in real
good lift. My dad, who was timing, lost
sight of it before the 7 minutes, but we
were able to keep up with it, watch it
DT, and land in tall grass between two
cornfields. My luck held out!
This past Nationals (2011), I was

westerly wind direction. The model
flew well and brought us to several
long chases, one landing on a golf
course and another just yards away
from landing in a reservoir, the same
one my dad landed in when he won in
2001. Having done the 9-minute flight,
I also had the Open record. The model
was far off the field, so I put together
my original Booda (old reliable) and

motors I used were made from May,
2006 Tan Super Sport, 28 inches long,
28 strands. I put in 850 turns with
good torque.
My plan is to build another, lighter
Booda and continue flying Mulvihill
and F1B, my two favorite events.
John Shailor, Royal Oak, Mich.
wmpjshailor@comcast.net
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record- setting f 1d : “ source decay ”
on the indoor list, I was goaded into
putting some effort in. Since there
were no flying dates at my local site
in Catonsville, Maryland except for
the Friday before the record trials, I
had no chance to practice using good
rubber with the new propeller. Instead
of skipping the practice session like
a responsible person and driving to

Mark Bennett used on his Category
I and II records, namely a 17.5”
diameter prop. The spring used on
this propeller was my usual nine turns
of 0.009” wire. At the EAA museum
in Oshkosh the prop worked fairly
well for a 35’ site—a no touch 26:47
using 2/99 rubber. I hadn’t planned
on doing a serious record attempt at
the Kent contest, however. After all
the chatter and record trials brackets

Kent on Saturday morning, I decided
to attend the session from 9:00 p.m.
to 12:30 a.m. on Friday night. This
activity culminated in some good halfmotor practice and me trying to sleep
in my car, but giving up after about
an hour and a half and driving toward
Cleveland.
The building was relatively cool on
Saturday, at around 68 degrees F. My
first record attempt on Saturday was
a no touch 30:50, using a short loop

of .054” 5/99. Further adjustments to
the VP yielded a no touch 31:27 using
the same motor. Another short record
trials window took place after the
official Kent State contest on Sunday.
Since the temperature in the building
rose to about 75 degrees F, I expected
the air to be better, but the flight times
were close to those from Saturday.
Using the same
plane, prop,
and slightly
thinner motor,
I managed a
31:34—no big
increase after
Saturday. This
flight was not
as clean as
the previous
no-touch
flights, given
that the plane
bumped the
ceiling several
times after the
VP changed
into low pitch
early. With 30
minutes left
in the time
window for
the record
trials I made
one more
launch. Five
seconds into
the flight the
motor broke,
resulting in
the removal
of the prop
blades from
the hub, a
shredded motor stick, and the tissue
tubes sheared off the stab. The only
components that were unscathed were
the wing and the all-composite VP
hub. Despite the disaster at the end of
the record trials, I think there is still
room for improvement in flying Cat II
F1D.
Brett Sanborn, Bel Air, Md.
brett.d.sanborn@gmail.com
PhotographY: BPHIL KIBBE

Brett Sanborn is a former Junior and
Senior U.S. F1D Team member, and
multiple National Champion.
Prior to the EAA contest in Oshkosh
Wisconsin in March 2012 I didn’t
have much low ceiling experience.
Before the EAA contest, I decided to
build a prop that was closer to what
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31:34
Kent, Oh - 15 April
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Brett Sanborn

S A N VALEERS ANNUAL   

Daniel Heinreich			

Valeers president) had all the table
scoring and time cards arranged for
the day. Contestants began registering
and picking up their event timecards.
Bob DeShields was first to send off
his ¼A Gas model off on an official
flight. Others soon followed. Bob has
been missing from our annual contest
since relocation to the easy living in
Idaho. His building and flying passion

Terry Tho rkildsen

the contestants and contest directors
under the shades behind any wind
break available. The weather must have
dampened the early morning flyers’
spirits since there were no takers for
the Cannonball Run event.
Things started looking better
weather wise about 10:30. Early
rounds of the Americas Cup FAI
events had been delayed by event
director Mike Thompson. The
improving weather allowed for the
first FAI rounds to begin at 11:00.
By that time the AMA guys and the
SCAMPS had finished off all the
coffee and started assembling models
for the competition. Tom Laird (San
28   Free Flight  www.freeflight.org

Bob DeShields

has not dwindled. He brought his
son Robert with him for support.
Bob puts a lot of effort in this activity
considering the two travel days and
camping on the field.
The weather settled into very
flyable condition which proved
difficult to pick good air. We had a
couple of maxouts in AMA events,
but the majority of flyers manage to
hit holes and drop one of their first
three flights. Saturday’s flyers had to
work hard for those first maxes even
though the contest director made the
easy choice to fly under Category III
conditions. Thermals were hard to
find except for those flights where you

do not want a thermal. Ken Kaiser
brain faded on one flight and probably
failed to put the fire to the DT fuse.
As luck would have it his modeled
centered up in a monster thermal and
headed south. Ken said it disappeared
overhear near the highway. I think that
is the only model that escaped from
the owner this weekend.
Terry Thorkildsen and Don

Don McNamee

McNamee had a fun time flying
Slow Gas. Terry’s old reliable Jupiter
separated the wing at the center joint
on DT landing on his third flight,
giving the win to Don on a 5-second
hand-glide flyoff.
Dan Heinrich barbequed a bucket
of hot dogs for the hungry flyers that
hung around the field enjoying the
after-contest camaraderie.
The early sun-up event on Sunday
was the Hunter Memorial sponsored
by Mike Thompson. Traditionally the
Satellite 1300’s and Super-D models
dominate this event. Those big birds
get some serious altitude on a 15second VTO launch, and they glide.

PhotographY: ROBERT DESHIELDS

Terry Kerger is a longtime AMA Gas
and F1C competitor in west coast
contests. He’s also the District XI Free
Flight Contest Board member.
The 2012 San Valeers Annual
started on the cold and windy side.
The last of the seasonal cold fronts was
blowing out as the contestants arrived
on Saturday morning. Temperatures
in the low 40’s and a west wind kept

Thorkildsen showed the group what
Thompson for his co-direction of the
hope that each competitor was pleased
his seasoned 600 Astrostar can do. He
contest and table scoring effort.
with the awards.
strolled to his flying area
with a wing and fuselage
San Valeers Annual – April 14-15, 2012 – Lost Hills, California
under one arm and a
				
1st		
2nd 			
3rd
stab in the other hand.
1/4A
Gas
(4)		
R.
DeShields,
316		
B.
DeShields,
307		
T. Thorkildsen, 192
Right there on his flying
1/2A
Gas
(1)		
K.
Kaiser,
297		
N/A			
N/A
tarp he assembled the
A
Gas
(4)		
T.
Thorkildsen,
477		
G.
Schneider,
339		
J. Carman, 331
model, gassed it up and
B
Gas
(3)		
M.
Thompson,
360		
J.
Carman,
356		
T. Thorkildsen, 120
sent it up for a 11-minute
C
Gas
(3)		
J.
Sparling,
480		
T.
Thorkildsen,
360		
D. McNamee, 200
winning flight. Next
D
Gas
(2)		
J.
Carman,
360		
D.
Heinrich,
319		
N/A
best was Bob DeShields’
1/2A
Nostalgia
(4)
B.
DeShields,
480		
R.
DeShields,
360		
D. Kaiser, 328
Gastove Vintage FAI
ABC
Nostalgia
(7)
P.
Ronney,
538		
D.
Kaiser,
437		
B. DeShields, 360
model, followed by the
Vintage
FAI
Power
(4)
G.
Schneider,
780		
D.
Neugebauer,
600		
T. Laird, 557
consistent Starduster
Catapult
Glider
(8)
L.
Hines,
576		
R.
Ferrario,
537		
T. Batiuk, 323
1000 flown by Dan
Classic
Towline
(1)
T.
Batiuk,
504		
N/A			
N/A
Heinrich.
Slow
Gas
(3)		
D.
McNamee,
365		
T.
Thorkildsen,
360		
D. Kaiser, 321
Rocco Ferraro had his
H.L.
Glider
(5)		
T.
Batiuk,
928		
R.
Samario,
600		
A. Guzman, 600
crew of HLG and CLG
Hunter
Memorial
(5)
T.
Thorkildsen,
11:03
B.
DeShields,
4:48		
D. Heinrich, 4:38
flyers all tuned up and
P-30
(2)		
M.
Maya,
325		
S.
Smetzer,
316		
N/A
ready for action. Rocco
F1A
(7)		
Ben
Coussens,
1593		
J.
Parker,
1429		
M. McKeever, 1247
brings a suburban full of
F1B
(5)		
A.
Andirukov,
1234		
S.
Smetzer,
1205		
W. Ghio, 1194
flyers and a trailer full
F1C/P
(2)		
T.
Malkhasyan,
720		
S.
Malkhasyan,
307		
N/A
of gliders to the contest.
F1H
(4)		
M.
McKeever,
1373		
J.
Parker,
1214		
L. Hines, 1020
These guys were flying
F1J
(2)		
T.
Malkhasyan,
360		
S.
Malkhasyan,
240		
N/A
gliders right up to the
3:00 p.m. cut off. Ricardo
Samario and Anthony
Guzman were tied with 5 maxes at the
Each event winner was given the
Thanks to all those sportsmen that
contest cut off time. These guys were
opportunity to choose a prize from the came to enjoy the fierce competition
trying to settle second and third place
table. Some decisions were immediate; and friendship of our dedicated group
as the trophies were being awarded.
some others took some advice from
of friends. I hope you all can return
Thanks to Terry Thorkildsen
the friends and competitors. Second
again in 2013.
and Tom Laird for organizing the
and third places received a bundle of
Terry Kerger, San Gabriel, Calif.
merchandise awards. Thanks to Mike
contest balsa or a quart of fuel. We
tkerger@socal.rr.com
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T - Bird tales and tric k s 

PhotographY: Don DeLoach

Dean McGinnes, a regular AMA
Nats contestant, is an accomplished
modeler in both Nostalgia Gas and
FAC Rubber Scale. A longtime Florida
resident, he now calls Alabama home.

Author and grandson Albert at the 2006 AMA
Nationals, Muncie, Indiana.

Like most Free Flight (always
capitalize) types, very little of what I
know is original. I am indebted to the
efforts of many, many others for what
little positive results I have had. Ron
Sharpton has built about a hundred TBirds in all sizes. He is the main source
of structural mods. Joe Clawson spent
several mornings with me at the Palm
Bay site patiently guiding my trimming
efforts through the many fly-andcrash, fly-and-crash episodes. Dick
Covalt helped me fine-tune my A/B TBird at King Orange one year. Finally,
Don DeLoach’s fine article in the 2004
NFFS Symposium was invaluable.
Indeed, my efforts proved all of Don’s
suggestions correct. Every time I
failed to follow them I crashed. The
30   Free Flight  www.freeflight.org

most important, if you are reinventing
yourself from rubber flying to gas, is
the suggestion, no, the commandment,
that you fly with someone experienced
who can look over your shoulder,
suggest improvements or assist in
taking evasive actions.
The structural modifications are
essential for survival. My grandson
and I built his little 1/4A T-Bird
according to Ron’s suggestions. In
addition, we covered
it with regular
weight UltraCote. It
survived three fullpower crashes onto
pavement, several
on grass, and at the
2004 Nats being
strained through a
chase bike! It is a
bit heavy, but still
soldiered on to back
to back first placing
at the 2005 and 2006
Nats in Junior 1/2A
Gas. He flew against
older boys, flying
screaming VA .049s!
This stuff works.
The carbon fiber
(CF) rods will keep
you from breaking
fuselages. Any other
type of structure will
cause the fuselage to
break either behind
the pylon, or ahead
of the fin, or both.
Ask me how I know
this. If you wish,
the balsa doublers
in the fuselage can
be retained, but do
not put any in the
rear. The rods will
do the trick. Use the grooving tool
shown. You want CF to be surrounded
by balsa. Gluing it on the side for
reinforcement will only result in
delamination and failure of the part.
The only way to keep it in place is to
put a layer of glass cloth over it. This is
really heavy.
As for the CF rods source; I got
mine from Matt Gewain at Composite

Structures Technology (<www.cstsales.
com> —Ed.). I used .030” rods for
the 1/4A, .040” for the 1/2A, and
.060” for the A/B T-Birds. There are
also other sources. For larger models,
the grooving tool is a little rough, so
for my 650 T-Bird with .070 rods, I
fashioned a router with a Dremel tool
in a stand.
There are no uprights in the
fuselage. The sheet fill on either side of

the pylon is continued for about one
quarter of the way back of the pylon as
a doubler (see diagram) and that is all.
On my next one I will probably leave
the rear of the fuselage completely
open. On the A/B I used a huge eyelet
to run the DT line through. Just leave
the fuselage open at the rear. It greatly
simplifies running the DT line inside
the now hollow fuselage. It also keeps

weight in the tail down. Tail weight is
your enemy. You will be adding top
spars to the stab so you have to make

the engine pod, wing platform, pylon
leading edge and front fuselage. Then
put a second layer over the firewall and

are building from the Campbell’s kit,
you will have to add a tapered shim to
the top of the pylon to achieve this. If

it up elsewhere. I was so successful on
my A/B T-Bird that I had to add a bit
of weight to the tail to balance.
I use the published C.G. as a
forward limit; and 80% wing chord as a
rear limit. Make sure it is in this range
whatever you have to do to achieve it.
If it is too forward, it will be too loopy;
if too aft it will be hyper-sensitive, and
will have too little decalage for safe
recovery.
Set the firewall absolutely
perpendicular to the wing platform,
fuselage bottom, etc. There are no
thrust offsets. Use a square to get this
dead on. You want the front edge of
the firewall flush with the leading
edge of the wing platform. That will
necessitate shortening the pylon
slightly lengthwise to allow for the
thickness of the firewall. Use blind
nuts to mount the engine, and use one
layer of light glass cloth to reinforce

back about 1/2-inch on the pod to help
secure the firewall.
As to incidence: set up the wing
absolutely parallel to the bottom of the
fuselage—zero degrees incidence. If you

from plans, cut the pylon accordingly.
I prefer to raise the pylon at the trailing
edge as opposed to cutting it down at
the leading edge.
Set up the stab initially with 1-½
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to 2 degrees negative incidence. The
adjuster screw at the rear makes this

edge to the plane with CA! I use an
8-32 nylon screw in the 1/2A with a

really easy. No more waiting for shims
to dry, or gluing your stab trailing

10-32 screw in the larger model. I had
to cut the rear of the fuselage down
to get the rear
screw mount low
enough such that
the screw head
did not stick up
too much. On my
second fuselage I
had to add a 1/8”
shim at the stab
leading edge in
order to get some
adjustment room
in the rear.
I don’t think
my drawing
shows it, but set
the ply screw
mount down
flush with the top
of the fuselage.
You will have
to cut into the
Aeromodeller is coming back late in 2012
longeron and the
A magazine just for you – covering all
CF rods to do
aspects of the original Aeromodeller
this, but that will
Let us know you want and will support it by registering your interest in one of
have negligible
the following ways: Email us your name to aeromodeller@adhpublishing.com
Write to us telling us your name and contact address or email to:
impact on
Aeromodeller: ADH Publishing, Doolittle Mill, Doolittle Lane, Totternhoe, Beds. LU6 1QX
Call us with your details on 01525 222573. Fax us with your details on 01525 222574
fuselage strength.
Or go to www aero-modeller.co.uk and fill in your details
I used a small
square of 3/16”
Tell your friends – your clubs and spread the
ply on mine.
word that Aeromodeller is coming back…
You can use a

We need you!

AEROMOD ADVERT A5.indd 1
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tap to cut the threads, or a steel screw.
“Harden” the threads with a couple
coats of CA. Make
sure it is cured before
inserting the screw!
The screw adjuster
for the rudder is
easy to make from
aluminum “C” channel.
Larry Davidson
markets some that
are even lighter but
I kept breaking the
very tiny aluminum
screws. Mine is a bit
heavier but not much,
and will more easily
stand the rigors of
contest flying. I do use
Larry’s adjuster on my
grandson’s 1/4A TBird. Some omit the
adjustable rudder entirely and use bits
of reversed trailing edge stock glued to
the side of the fin.
The fin is set in a groove in the
lower longeron. Some V-groove the
longeron but I have never been able
to do that accurately. I use a back saw
(Zona) and carefully mark and cut a
slot all the way through the longeron.
Better joint that way. I also reinforce
the joint with trailing edge stock used

BUILD the t-bird
NFFS Plans service stocks four sizes
of the Midwest T-Bird: 1/2A (#180,
$7), 1/4A (#181, $7), 150% for .15
engines (#195, $7) and 600 sq. in. for
.19-.23 (#472, $8). Order from NFFS
Plans Service, 1375 Ridgefield Dr.,
Roswell, GA 30075, or <chasrussell@
peoplepc.com>. Secure online
ordering at <www.freeflight.org>.
Add $8 for a rolled plan mailed in a
crushproof tube.

as a filler. You will have to make the fin
taller by the thickness of the longeron
(3/16” on the 1/2A). Some have said
the TE stock is overkill. I built my
A/B without the TE stock and the fin
began to come loose. This adds weight

to the tail, but I feel that I am adding
structure (and weight) where it is
needed, and leaving it out where it is
not.
One neat trick Ron Sharpton
showed me is to do away with the rear
hook on the stab. He runs his DT line
out the rear of the fuselage (hollow,
remember) up across the stab TE and
onto the front hook. He has s simple

small split ring you can get from either
Texas Timers, or fishing suppliers. A
bit less steel in the rear, means a bit
less hassle balancing things later. Your
goal is to be able to add a bit of lead
tape to the rear. That will give you
some adjustment room for the C.G. for
trimming the glide.
I use a Texas Timers Micro timer
for the engine, and a Badge timer for
the DT. I wound a spring for the DT
line as it is more consistent than a
rubber band. The jury is still out on
this arrangement, but it is the lightest
alternative to a fuse. We have a real
fire danger in Florida, and it is easier
to get a flight off without having to
fiddle with the fuse. I have a simple
pull pin with a huge red flag attached.
I pull the pin, trip the engine timer,
and off it goes. On the A/B, I have
the larger Texas Timer two-function

unit which allows
me to get the DT
going along with the
engine timer with
one trigger trip. For
pictures of my Badge
timer arrangement,
go toTexas Timers’
website at <www.
texastimers.com>
and look at the
photos under
“Helpful Hints”.
Wing warps
consist of about 1/8”
wash-in on the left
main panel. Right
panel and tips are
flat.
UltraCote is an excellent product.
I used the UltraCote Lite on the
1/2A with good results. Next 1/4A
we build will have it as well. Use
regular UltraCote on the A/B and all
subsequent larger sizes.
For flight trimming, adjust the
engine for full power, and launch
straight up. If you launch at a flattish
angle, with the nose slightly up, it
will continue in that manner, and
accelerate like crazy. Then the wing
will go into flutter and it will arc down
to impact. Guess how I know this! It
wants to go straight due the lack of
decalage afforded by the rear CG. The
wing is producing very little lift and
therefore, less induced drag. You are
trying for one 360-degree turn in the
9-second engine run. Actually, the
turn is there to ensure it goes to the left
even if you get a bit off-wind on the
launch. You want it to turn enough so
it shuts off with enough bank to slip
into the glide without stalling off the
top. Actually, you should trim for the
6-second engine run so you will be
ready for fly-off flights when you max
out. It will be laid over a bit extra on
the longer engine run but you will still
gain enough height to max as long as
you avoid downers. Use the incidence
screw at the stab trailing edge to trim
the power pattern. Once that looks
okay, use weight to trim the glide.
Here is where the fiendish attention
to keeping tail weight down will pay

off. If you had to add tail weight to
get the C.G. within limits, you can
remove it if it is stalling in the glide,
and won’t have to add it to the nose or
shim the engine forward to fix things.
If it seems to glide okay initially, add
tail weight a bit at a time until it goes
stallish, then back off a bit.
The T-Bird is a very easy to build,
reliable-flying design which will stand
up very well to the rigors of contest
flying. These mods will make it even
better.
Dean McGinnes, Dothan, Ala.
flydean@worldnet.att.net

Above, left: Larry Davidson, master of T-Birds,
with standard “underhand” launch.
Above: Bob Geyer preps a T-Bird at the 2007
Nats.
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new for you 
2 0 12 BMFA F ree F light F or um
The 2012 BMFA Free Flight Forum is now available from
NFFS Publications Services. This year’s version of the
British FF book has 108 pages crammed with useful and

Allan Weighell
•Experiences in BMFA Electric in 2011 and the Rules
Changes for 2012 by Chris Strachan
•Grappling with a Slippery One (Low Drag Airfoils) by
Chris Edge
•Rice Pudding Skin Pullers - 2011 Rules for E-30 by Peter
Tolhurst
•Some Notable Models from 2011 selected by Phil Ball
The 2012 Forum is printed in the USA by the Printer
in Davis, California and is on 8-1/2 x 11 inch stock with a
spiral type binding for ease of use.
The cost is unchanged from the past several years at $25
per copy plus shipping charges of $5.50. Purchase by check
or money order directly from NFFS Publications Services,
PO Box 1775, Albany, OR 97321, <freefliter@aol.com>. Or
order online with your credit card at <freeflight.org>.
S q uare eagle redu x
PAL Model Products Square Eagle P-30 is a resurrection of
the famous Nats winner and NFFS Model of the Year P-30
design by Phil Hartman. For three decades it was sold by
Phil’s outfit, Blue Ridge Models, from which hundreds of
kits were built and flown successfully.
The PAL
kit contains
all the usual
high quality
components:
select
stripwood,
grey 9-1/2”
Peck prop, Tan
Super Sport
rubber, high
quality Esaki

interesting Free Flight stuff, including illustrations and
pictures. Article titles and authors include:
•Anodizing made easy by Simon Dixon
•Playing with Pistachios by Paul Seeley
•Model Aircraft Construction with an emphasis on F1D by
Neil Cliff
•Experience with Electronic Timer Design and Use by Alan
Jack
•F1D Indoor Topics by Mark Benns
•Model Aircraft Technology - a Review of Invigorators as
an Aid to Stable Flight by Neil Cliff
•Model Construction Using Brown Paper Gumstrip by Ivan
Taylor
•Printing Tissue for Models by Paul Seeley
•Indoor Rookies Abroad - A Flyer’s Perspective by Tony
Hebb
•Indoor Rookies Abroad - A Team Supporter’s View by
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Japanese tissue,
precisioncut ribs and
fuselage sides,
and rolled
plans.
The price
is more than
fair at $36.50
plus shipping.
Checks,
credit cards
and Paypal
are accepted.
PAL Model Products, 32 Clinton Street, White Plains, NY
10603. Website: <www.palmodelproducts.com>; email:
<bobbylang@earthlink.net>.

speciali zed mini-scissor
The latest product offering from Stan Buddenbohm, these
special scissors are designed for cutting impossibly-tough
Kevlar thread and braided lines, and even towlines. They are
compact and light—perfect for a field box.
Price is
$5.00 for
one scissor
or $9.00 for
two. Shipping
is $5.00 for
an order of
scissors or
multi-tools
and small
parts. No extra
shipping if
thse small items are added to a kit order.
Stan also informs us that his popular carbon tailbooms
for catapult glider and small HLGs have changed
dimensions. They are now: 20” long tapering from .156 to
.120 and weigh approximately 3.8 grams. He says the wall
thickness now tapers from front to rear allowing for an even
lighter aft end. Orders to: Stan Buddenbohm, P.O. Box 1677,
Boulevard, CA 91905, or downlaod Stan’s complete catalog
from <www.discuskid.com>.
I ndestr uctible blast tu bes
I’d gone though a couple dozen plastic and PVC blast tubes
over the years before I finally wised up: Aluminum 6061T6 blast tubes are the very best I’ve ever used for rubber
power. They can be used and abused almost indefinitely,
for decades. Not so
plastic tubes. About the
only thing 6061 won’t
withstand is being run
over by a car or truck at
the flying field.
A few years ago I ran
across a website that sells
a wide variety of sizes of
6061 tubing, with wall
thicknesses down to
.035” (ideal, I’ve found,
for our application) in all
the diameters I needed:
<www.onlinemetals.
com>. Their prices are very good and the product topnotch.
Some of the sizes I’ve found most useful over the years:
5/8” O.D., .035” wall thickness - P-30 and small FAC
models. Motors of 4 strands 3/32” up to 6 strands 3/32”.
3/4” O.D., .035” wall thickness. FAC and small Old Timer
models in the 20 to 30” span range. Motors: 6-8 strands 1/8”

or equivalent.
1” and 1-1/8” O.D., .035” wall thickness. Large Old Time
rubber, Moffett, Mulvihill. Motors of 16-32 strands 1/8” or
equivalent.
—Ed.

news and notes 
Continued from page 7
committed. A provisional Vintage FAI event will therefore be
held the Nats on Friday with five flights (no rounds) required
before noon. Flyoff flights will start at noon and will be in 30
minute rounds. Maxes will either be 2 or 3 minutes for both
morning and flyoff flights depending on conditions with
decreasing engine runs for the flyoff flights. The flight line
will be integrated with the AMA flight line and I will keep
scores near the primary AMA Event scoring location. I will
charge a $10 entry fee and return the proceeds to the top two
places (two-thirds to the winner and one-third to second
place. If you plan to fly please let me know.
Bob Mattes, St. Charles, Mo.
bobmattes@charter.net
AMA RU L E S C H A N G E P R O P O S A L S
Intial voting has been ratified and three of the five proposals
are moving forward to the next phase: cross proposals. The
deadline for cross proposals is July 15, 2012. Vists the AMA
website (<www.modelaircraft.org>) for other specifics and
as always stay in touch with your AMA District Contest
Board Representative. Final vote results will be published
September 30, 2012.
Initial Vote Results – May 1, 2012
Indoor Free Flight Section
IFF 13-1 by Bill Gowen. Standardizes the end-of-flight
timing to first touch rather than belly down. 7 YES 2 NO.
PASSED.
Outdoor Free Flight Section
OFF 13-1 by Mike Fedor. Removes the Builder-of-Model
rule for models built by deceased or physically incapacitated
builders. 8 YES 2 NO. PASSED.
OFF 13-2 by Don DeLoach. Establishes E-36 as an official
AMA event. 9 YES 1 NO. PASSED.
OFF 13-3 by Don DeLoach. Removes the lower displacement
limit in AMA Gas classes. 0 YES 10 NO. FAILED.
OFF 13-4 by Paul Andrade. Establishes new rules for
Category III Mulvihill, no auto surfaces and 20 gram rubber
maximum. 4 YES 6 NO. FAILED.
OFF 13-5 by Kevin Sherman. Resestablishes VTO option in
Category II AMA Gas. 4 YES 6 NO. FAILED.
—from the AMA website
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master free flight calendar 
Send event dates/flyers to: <ddeloach@comcast.net>. For the latest updates and event links visit <www.freeflight.org>.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Notice: Neither the National Free Flight Society nor the editorial
staff of NFFS Digest is responsible for accuracy and/or content
of advertising in this publication.

Used Symposium Reports. NFFS Publications Services now has a large
stock of old Symposium Reports available at a cost of $10 per copy plus
shipping. For information on the most recent list of available copies, contact
Bob Stalick at <freefliter@aol.com> (preferred) or call 541-928-8101.

StarLink FliteTech Models. Free Flight Models and Equipment
F1B, F1G, and P-30 airplanes designed by Andrey Burdov
ADR electronic timers for F1B, F1G, F1J/P, and F1Q, RDT available. SLFT
timers for E-36, AMA A/B, Tomboy, and F1Q.
www.starlink-flitetech.com 858-231-4994.

“Square Eagle P-30” kits available again! Great Blue Ridge Models kit now
with laser cut fuse. sides! $35.00+$9.00 S&H.. Visit: <palmodelproducts.
com> for club deals and other products.

Satellite kits (Jack’s) Complete collection, one of each, new condition,
Factory sealed boxes. $275.00 + ups. Nat Comfort, 804-748-5751
<natffsL15@webtv.net>
Have trouble cutting modern braided lines or kevlar thread? These
excellent compact scissors do the job with ease. Just $5 for one pair or $9 for
two. $5 shipping for any number of pairs or they can ride for free with a kit
order. Still the best #11 blade. Treat yourself to the keenest slice in a model
knife. $10 for ten blades. $3 shipping or they can ride for free with a kit order.
Sweep 17 wins the Isaacson catapult event against 20 excellent competitors.
Build the kit for $47 plus $8 shipping. Google Discuskid for more details.
Cash or checks to Stan Buddenbohm PO Box 1677 Boulevard CA 91905.
Record-holding indoor catapult kits. Standard (12” span, $20) and
Unlimited($25) Fuselages are balsa, no carbon; wing and tails are of top
quality C-grain. Designed for easy transport (removable wings). The
Unlimited is the Nat. Record Holder, the Std. is Nat. Champ and Nat. Record
holder many times. $8 S&H; checks to Stan Buddenbohm. P.O. Box 1677
Boulevard, CA 91905
SUPER PEARLS! The first new Pearls in 30+ years. Truly modern AMA
and Classic designs engineered for hot engines and speed. Traditional wood
construction. A/B size is 542 and 1/2A is 282 sq. in. (wing area). Laser-cut
short kits: 542, $54 (282, $35); CAD plans: 542, $10 (282, $7). NEW! 202-E
for E-36. plan $5, short kit $18. $8 P&H. <ddeloach@comcast.net>.
CO2 Engines. The Blacksheep have a stock of 25 different Czech
engines. Only 140 left as of Jan. ‘11. Spare parts available. Visit <www.
blacksheepsquadron.com>.
Back issues of SAM Speaks 1982 - 2022, from the Adams and Augustus
eras. Seven issues missing (#50 - 56), 165 remaining. $120 for the whole lot
plus shipping. Some duplicates available as singles $2 each plus postage. Kits,
engines, plans, books (models & full scale aircraft), vintage magazines, partial
and complete airplanes—Nordics, NosGas, SAM FF & RC. Bruce Augustus.
baugustus@cox.net. 208 788-2927
Gorban Models. F1B & F1G. Most parts in stock. F1G Winders. Bob
Tymchek. (805) 929-1605 <rtymchek@att.net>.
Free Flight Quarterly, the Australian FF magazine received the NFFS 2007
Special Award. It covers a wide range of FF categories with in-depth articles
on technical, historic, how-to and competition topics. It comes in a Print edition of 40 pages per issue or a Digital Edition of 48 pages. The Print edition
subscription rate is $38 USD, four issues per year postpaid or $18 for the
Digital edition. Subscriptions and renewal via Paypal on the website www.
freeflightquarterly.com or by check payable to: Chris Stoddart, 8400 Woodbrook Dr, Knoxville, TN 37919.
Electronic Timers. Used by Nats F1C winners and 2005 World Champ. 5
Function available; 7 Function and Radio DT coming. E-mail Rod Mogle at
<rodmogle@juno.com> or call 315-732-7443.
2011 FF Nats Video. 2 hours of Free Flight action. Couldn’t come to the
Nats? See what ya missed. Interviews with modelers showing close-ups of
their airplanes. All types of models shown in flight. This is a DVD not to be
missed! 1999, 2000, 2001, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010
still available. Each DVD $20.00 +$4 S&H Alan Abriss 94-20 66thAve. #1G
Rego Park, NY 11374 or online <www.homegrowntv.com>.

CAD Plans & Short Kits. 250 plans, OT Rubber, gas, Nos Rubber, Nos
Gas, AMA, Scale. 2006 “one design” models: Mini Pearl and Hydro Star. For
illustrated catalog send $3 to Jim O’Reilly, 4760 N. Battin, Bel Aire KS 67220
(316) 744-0856. Visa, MC or PayPal, see secure Web site: <http://www.
jimoreillymodelplans.com>.
A GREAT BOOK! The late Bill McCombs’ “Making Scale Models Fly,” also
non-scale types. The whole story under one cover for all types and aspects.
Selecting-Improving-Constructing-Flying-Troubleshooting. Rubber-GasC02-Electric-Jet. Monoplane-Multiplane. Indoor-Outdoor. Tractor-PusherCanard-Tailless-Helicopter. No other book has all this reliable information.
$18.95 + $6 S&H. Susan Creamer, 1925 Clark Trail, Grand Prairie TX 75052.
Electronic Timers. Used by Nats F1C winners and 2005 World Champ. 5
Function available; 7 Function and Radio DT coming. E-mail Rod Mogle at
<rodmogle@juno.com> or call 315-732-7443.
Extensively reworked, top-performing Fox engines: .19, .29, .35 & .40. The
insides have all been polished to the point where they look like chrome, and
all cranks have been polished and balanced. The .29, .35 & .40’s will all turn
over 17K using a 9.5x4.5 Bolly, (higher with an APC of same size). Most
have Nelson plug heads by Mattes. Also have several outstanding Nostalgialegal ST-C .35’s that have not been reworked. Email for detailed photos. Ted
Hidinger <Lucky40lindy@aol.com> 602 316-4430.
Glass Syringes for fueling tanks, pacifiers. 10-, 20- ,30- and 50-ml @ $14,
$15, $16, $17. Also V, V-2 and V-3 repro spark plugs. Solid state ignition
units, hi-tension leads, ignition coils, Polyspan, dye. P&H add $5.50. SASE
for list. Larry Davidson, 66 Casa Mia Cir., Moneta VA 24121. (540) 721-4563.
<samchamp@jetbroadband.com.>
Mattes Engine Rework. Will fit Nelson heads, replace main sleeve bearings
and general hop-up/repair work for most NOS and AMA engines. All work
is test run as received and prior to return. E-mail, call, or write for more
detail. Bob Mattes, 190 Hunters Pointe Dr.,St. Charles, MO 63304. (636) 4479580. bobmattes@charter.net. See <www.flyfreeflight.com> for a complete
description of rework performed and prices.
Lost Hills Motorcycle Storage. $500. One time buy-in. Contact Brian Van
Nest, email: <bisheatf1a@aol.com> or call 760-937-1508.
Nelson Heads. For Cox .049-.051 engines, $13.00. Nelson head for Holland
Hornet .049-.051, $13.00. Cox .020 3-piece Glo-Plug system: Send burntout stock .020 head for exchange. Uses Nelson standard flat coil plug. $25.00
w/exch. Needle Valve Assemblies for: Holland Hornet and Cox Medallion
.049 $16.00 Add $1.60 postage. Doug Galbreath, 3408 Topsail Place, Davis,
CA 95616 <http://www.the-printer.net/DookCat.html>

ADVERTISING RATES
Display Ads (camera-ready copy only): One insertion (3.5-in. wide), $14
per column in. up to 1/4 page. Discounts apply for ads larger than 1/4
page and for multiple insertions. Multiple runs must be prepaid to get the
discount. Write or e-mail (below) for details.
Classified Ads: $2.00 per line. No discounts for multiple insertions. Send
ad copy via e-mail or U.S. Postal Service.
Inquiries, press-ready ad copy, payments: Send to Don DeLoach, 831 E.
Willamette Ave., Colorado Springs, CO 80903. Phone 719-964-7117, fax
to 719-635-4266. Email: <ddeloach@comcast.net>. Make checks payable
to NFFS.
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A P P L I CATIONS AND RENEWALS   

$20
per
year!

9154 Eldorado Trail
Strongsville, OH
44136

The Flying Aces Club is a 1500+ member organization dedicated to traditional stick-and-tissue Free
Flight. $20 per year ($28 to Canada; $40 rest of the
world; Paypal now accepted) gets you six issues of
Flying Aces News, invitations to large FAC contests,
opportunities to join your local FAC squadron, and

<www.flyingacesclub.com>
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last flight 
L O Y ALTY
We have all heard of Hung, the Free
Flight god of thermals. Well, Hung
and I have had an encounter or two
over the years. But I always felt he
was just, and only took models fairly,
with malfunctioning timers, no D/T,
et cetera. However after a recent day
in the shop I feel I have met the other
hand of Hung: the god demanding
loyalty to Free Flight.
Many of us that love Free Flight also
have on occasion built other model
types and I decided to build a control
line Nobler. Oh, the memories of flying
under the lights at the little league
field in Opa-Locka on Wednesday
nights. The model went together well,
got a 60th Anniversary Fox .35, and
even found time to get some models
ready to take to Palm Bay for our
annual “hush up” (no power models)
Free Flight meet. Saturday morning
came and; well let’s say things were
not working out so I decided to wait
until Sunday for Free Flight Ah! An
opportunity to finish the Nobler. It was
covered with Polyspan and had three
coats of Nitrate. However, this was a
Free Flight meet weekend and I guess
Hung took his revenge.
The day started nice and quiet in
the shop, as I started masking off the
model. I had decided to go red on
top, blue on bottom with a yellow
separation, and white pin stripes and
numbers. I had some red, yellow and
blue Polyspan dye. Really nice stuff,
but it must be sprayed, so I got out
the airbrush. I started with the yellow
and for mixing I was using a syringe.
One wing and side went well and I was
refilling the air brush bottle when the
syringe “jammed” and a little extra
pressure sent a shot of yellow dye
dope into the container that splattered
all over me, the model and the ceiling
of my shop. Well except for one small
spot all the mess was contained by the
mashing, so I finished the yellow. Next
was the red. This time I abandoned the
syringe method and went to pouring
into a small container. Not sure how
but I knocked over the open bottle of
red dye right in my lap and onto my
feet. Man that stuff is bright. I now

have a very nice red spot on my shop
floor to match the yellow ceiling. Oh,
yeah: I was wearing shorts and sandals.
After the clean-up the red actually
went on well and looked real good.
I started to redo the masking for the
blue, and my scissor blades were sticky,
I guess from the tape. So I reached for
the can of MEK and a rag and started
wiping the sticky residue off, and, you
guessed it, I slid my finger along the
blade and separated the epidermis.
First reaction: stick the bloody finger
in my mouth. I now know what MEK
tastes like. Could not find a band aid,
so I CA’ed the wound shut, and after
a brief recuperation, proceeded with
spraying the blue. First pass was nice
then the brush just decided to splatter
a mess all over, then not spray, then...
Finally I threw the whole contraption
away. Can this be salvaged? I know
Polyspan dye needs to be sprayed, but
I do have a foam brush; maybe I can
just smooth out the bad spots. NO! Oh
No! It is now only noon, but I closed
up shop with thoughts of having to
recover.
After lunch a honey-do sent me
to the Home Depot...and there was
this real nice small touch-up spray
gun. Honey-do can wait. On the shelf
I had a can of black and a part can of
red Klass-Kote epoxy. I can cover the
Nitrate-based mess with epoxy. Red
and Black, forget the yellow stripe.
Looked around and did not have any
mixing containers but saw a plastic cup
(yes I knew better, but it was just for
the purpose of transferring the liquid).
Both parts went into the cup and I
set it on the work bench and went to
turn on the compressor and hook up
the new gun. Gun had a male thread
and the hose had a male thread. So I
started rummaging through the junk
drawer for a coupling. Success! Let’s
thin the epoxy and spray. Yes the cup
melted and I now have about a halfpint of black Klass Kote all over my
bench dripping onto the floor. After
clean up, I was looking for a container
and notice a can of soup in the kitchen.
Shoot at this point I’d pay a buck and
a half for a container and it had a pop
top. I didn’t even need an opener.

Removed the contents (mushroom),
rinsed the can and took some paper
towels to dry the inside. I now know
that with the pop top there is this
sharp ring around the top. Yes I sliced
the other end of my finger right across
the knuckles. No band aids, back to
the CA. After a short recoup, I mixed
the black Klass Kote in the soup can
and sprayed the model. The black
covered the blue mess perfectly. We are
finally on a roll. By now it is five o’clock
somewhere.
After an almost appropriate cure
time I proceeded to mask off for the
red to cover the not so perfect red/
yellow strip. But the red can top is
frozen on. No problem. Put the can
in a vise and twist the top off with a
monkey wrench. Success! And the
contents are still liquid. Sat the can on
the building table in the middle of the
shop, and went back to the kitchen for
more soup. This time the beef broth
was carefully removed. I do learn some
things. However, apparently I had
tightened the vise a little too tight and
the red Klass Kote had leaked all over
the table. I was able to “squeegee” up
with a piece of plastic about an ounce,
should be enough. After clean up, the
red sprayed on beautifully. Removed
the masking and later added the
pinstripe tape.
I now have a respectable Nobler,
a yellow splatter on the shop ceiling,
a red spot on the floor, and black
epoxied work bench, and red epoxied
table. Not to mention two finger cuts,
one ruined pair of sandals and red
feet, two ruined tee shirts, two ruined
pair of shorts, and a ruined bath towel
(that’s gonna cost a honey-do). But
Sunday morning came and I left early
for Palm Bay. Beautiful day. Hung was
apparently appeased. Lots of on-thefield maxes, no OOS, no crashes, and
all models were found. So whoever it
was that said, “a bad day modeling
is better than a good day at work”
apparently was not a Free Flighter that
knew the wrath of Hung.
Imagine if I had been building an
RC pattern ship.
Brian Malin, Sharpes, Fla.
brian@bmjrmodels.com
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Your trusted source for
top-quality name brands!
Thunder Power RC
Hyperion
A123 Systems

Free World Wide Shipping
No Minimum Order

Lithium Polymer Batteries
Lithium Nanophosphate
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Motors / Stators / Rotors

www.rclipos.com
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800-699-7659
11:00AM - 11:00PM 7 days a week
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JOHN SEYMOUR WINS ADMIRAL WILIAM MOFFETT TROPHY

DESIGN AND TACTICS WINNING THE MOFFETT

W

JOHN SEYMOUR
eather forecasts called for westerly/southwesterly light morning wind increasing to fairly strong
with higher afternoon temperatures. I decided to hustle and get in my flights.

My first model was a stock Joe Williams 1995 Winner, built from a Lee Campbell short kit. The
first flight went great, with a high climb and an easy max in light lift. I retrieved the model, changed the motor, and wound again. As I was preparing to head to the flight line, the fully wound motor let go taking out
the fuselage uprights on one side, back to the rear peg. The cast aluminum tee hook failed, due to a casting
flaw. I considered a field repair, since my second model had only two trimming flights the day before. With
concern for the weather, I wanted to keep flying, so I decided to process and fly my back-up model, come
what may.
The back up was a scratch built, modified Lethal Ms. Moffett, designed by Stu Bennett. My modifications are
a full union-jack geodetic wing (to prevent wing washout in the climb) with slightly thinned upper camber,
the stabilizer built flat without cathedral, and the fuselage nose squared to simplify things, instead of rounded per Stu’s design. Diagonals were added, to eliminate twisting with a wound motor and damp, sagging tissue in morning flying. The fin was moved to the fuselage and swept back, to compensate for the forward
mounting and to keep adjustments constant, without worry about critical stab. keying. A Teeni-Torque front
end is used, with 22 strands of 1/8 “, for a fast climb to punch up through the seemingly ever present Muncie
ground turbulence, where I do most of my contest flying.
My second flight went without a hitch for an easy max. A relief, considering the little amount of trimming the
model had. I added a shim to increase right thrust, since the model flew on the edge of power stalling,
wound and flew again, putting it into a booming thermal, with a long D/T to the ground. By this time it was
mid-late morning, with true boom or bust thermal flying.
My three, four, and five minute maxes were uneventful, although picking good air was tricky. The five minute
flight came down in the beans east of the flying field, due to the long flight and ever increasing winds. As I
was riding back on my bike, a gust snapped the wing, outboard of where I was holding.
After reviewing the score board, I knew I had to keep flying, since it looked like I could win!
Rather than taking time to splice and patch, I decided to borrow the wing from my other damaged model,
after verifying that the built in warps were nearly the same and that the wing area was within limits. I considered doing a test flight but decided to go for my next official flight, the seventh. I wound and launched into
what appeared to be good air. The model climbed flawlessly to good height, but came down in a little more
than three minutes, missing the thermal and the six minute max, but still enough for the win.
It was a tough, but fun contest day. I won flying proven, easily trimmed models and by flying early and quickly, before higher afternoon winds and trickier air.

Balsa Bug Bill Shailor, 2006 Moffett Champ
and his Rogue design by Bienenstein

Phil Klintworth and his Moffett

Bill is the 2012 Nats Director

Klintworth, Balsa Bug, prepares to ROG

Pith Helmet worn by Ryan Seymour,
Mulvihill Winner in Senior.

John Kamla, Seattle, Dave Sechrist,
winners Spirit Team Trophy

2011 Winners

Seconds

1 JOHN R SEYMOUR RADNOR, OH 1278
2

DAVID L SECHRIST

BRISTOL, IN

1000

3

JIM OREILLY

BELAIRE, KS

960

4

BUD ROMAK

LINCOLN, CA

943

PALO ALTO, CA

938

5

WILLIAM H VANDERBEEK

History of the Moﬀe� Champions
Name

Year and Place

Home

Maxwell Bassett 1933 New York Philadelphia
Marvin Schmidt 1934 Akron

St. Louis

Vernon Boehle

1935 St. Louis Indianapolis

6

P KLINTWORTH

FAIRFIELD GLADE, TN

547

Vernon Gray

1936 Detroit Auckland NZ

7

HERB KOTHE

BOULDER, CO

542

James Cahill

1937 Detroit

Indianapolis

8

JAMES FERWERDA

KENOSHA, WI

537

Roy Nelder

1938 Detroit

Toronto

9

ED SNEED

10

WILLIAM D SHAILOR

ROYAL OAK, MI

491

11

DAVID MILLS

ATLANTA, GA

351

12

JIM JENNINGS

HENDERSONVILLE, TN

13

EDWARD KONEFES

14

COLUMBUS, OH

526

Edward Naudzius 1939 Detroit

Detroit

Roy Nelder

1940 Chicago Toronto

344

Ray Beaumont

1941 Chicago Philadelphia

WAUCONDA, IL

342

Bob Bienenstein 1992 Muncie

Detroit

PAUL E SIMON

NEW BALTIMORE, MI

333

Bob Bienenstein 1993 Muncie

Detroit

15

JOSEPH M WILLIAMS

BROOKVILLE, PA

316

16

PAUL M ANDRADE

HIGHLANDS RANCH, CO 181

Fred Blom

1994 Muncie

Baltimore

17

EARL F GRIFFITH

WICHITA, KS

120

Joe Williams

1995 Muncie Pittsburgh

18

WILLIAM G CARSON

GAINESVILLE, TX

112

Bob Bienenstein 1996 Muncie

Detroit

19

PAUL CROWLEY

WARREN, MI

110

Sandy Downs

1997 Muncie

Atlanta

20

JOHN G KAMLA

SEATTLE, WA

64

Bud Romak

1998Muncie

Oakland

Bill Brown

1999 Muncie

Augusta

Larry Willis

2000 Muncie

Cleveland

ROBERT E MARIER ,ROSWELL, GA EDWARD J HARDIN,KINGSTON, TN;
RODNEY H PERSONS,CLOVERDALE, CA; WILLIAM D PETTY,DENHAM
SPRINGS, LA;G ERALD S BROWNHENDERSON, TX; GUENTHER
NOWAKWEST FRANKFORT, IL GREG J SIMONCOMMERCE TOWNSHIP,
MI

Moﬀe� Team Champs
St. Louis Spirit Trophy Winner:
Dave Sechrist Jim Ferwerda, John
Kamla: 26m 44s
Bud Romak, Herb Kothe, Doug
Pe�y
24m 45s
Ed Sneed, Ed Konefes, Joe Williams
19m 44s

Ed Konefes

2001 Muncie

Chicago

Bob Bienenstein 2002 Muncie

Detroit

Joe Williams

2003 Muncie

Pittsburgh

Carl Perkins

2004 Muncie

Kansas

Ed Sneed

2005 Muncie

Columbus

Bill Shailor

2006 Muncie

Detroit

Herb Kothe

2007 Muncie

Colorado

Bob Bienenstein 2008 Muncie

Detroit

Jim Ferwerda

2009 Muncie

Kenosha

Ed Sneed

2010 Muncie

Columbus

John Seymour

2011 Muncie

Columbus

ner. Seymour used
the wing after a wind
gust broke the wing
of his Stu/Romak
design.

MOFFETT TEAM CHAMPS HISTORY
1994 Bienenstein, Perryman, Downs

2003 Williams, Sneed, Tomasch

1995 Williams, Hatschek, Nippert

2004 Sneed, Tomasch, Williams

1996 Bienenstein, Perryman, Downs

2005 Sneed, Tomasch, Williams

1997 Downs, Bienenstein, Perryman

2006 Kothe, Romak, Redlin

1998 Konefes, Sneed, Stewart

2007 Kothe, Konefes, Pratt

1999 Blom, Kutkuhn, Perkins

2008 Kothe, Romak, Redlin

2000 Willis, Williams, Clapp

2009 Romak, Redlin, Kothe

2001 Konefes, Sneed, Tomasch

2010 Sneed, Williams, Konefes

2002 Bienenstein, Romak, Perryman

2011 Sechrist, Ferwerda, Kamla

J

ohn Seymour, 2011 Champ is a corporate pilot and ﬂies a Bombardier Challenger. His home is in
Radnor, Ohio north of Columbus. Seymour is a long �me builder. His son Ryan won Senior Mulvihill. John was second in Open Mulvihill and second in P30.

Moﬀe� Champs

% Jim Benne�
324 Helfenstein
St. Louis. MO 63119

